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ON THE COVER:
To celebrate the exploring spirit of Beijing
families we invited Huijie, Hayden, and their
two-year-old daughter Hayley Opie from
Beijing Hikers to pose on the cover. This
family has definitely put in the kilometers,
and have helped hundreds of families
discover the natural beauty of the capital
through their many excursions to the trails
on the outskirts of the city and beyond.
Photos: Yifei Fang

PHOTOS: UNI YOU, JULIETE LONDON

Students from Ivy Schools share their favorite places and sights
in Beijing

ESSENTIALS

A NOTE TO OUR READERS

They Call Me the Wanderer

NO TIME TO WASTE

This city has so many nooks and crannies to explore, that it’s
really up to you to determine how deeply you dive into the Beijing
experience. But where do you begin, or continue if you feel like you’ve
exhausted everything? Luckily you have us to push you and the fam
in the right direction.
Personally, when I first came here as a student, I started my journey on foot. After class, I would always get lost walking around, then
eventually find a taxi driver and mutter “Dongzhimen” to bring me back
to my neighborhood. I didn’t have a smartphone with a map and no
concrete idea of how this city was planned. I kept myself within the
Second Ring Road for the most part. But it was everything within this
Second Ring Road that made me fall in love with this city. I had never
experienced anything like the hutongs. Everything from the funny piles
of rubbish, men walking with their bird cages, and the various smells
(good and bad), filled these neighborhoods with the exotic charm I
craved as I explored these streets and narrow alleyways.
When I started working with the Beijinger a year later, the city
opened up to me even further. This opportunity provided me with a
mix of exploring the new and the old, as I was forced to still wander
the hutongs looking for interesting local fare, but also check out the
latest and greatest openings in the F&B (food and beverage) scene.
In addition, I was responsible for a column that would send me journeying through the subway networks to remote areas of the city so
that I could check out the landmarks and highlights of these far-flung
stations. I loved my job, and everywhere it took me; including that

fateful night where I first met my wife-to-be!
Now that I’m a father, I’m still exploring. When my son came
along, he brought me to new and more family-focused experiences.
While this might not seem as fun as going to the latest speakeasy
or kaiseki restaurant, I can honestly say that my life now is no less
exciting. Despite the past seven years I have spent in this city, I am
still no Beijing expert. The journey of exploration continues, which is
comforting because new elements of life in the capital are revealed to
me almost daily. There’s always more, and it’s never dull, whether it
be a distant park, obscure museum, or tasty hidden hutong restaurant.
As a city with a population of 21 million people and over 3,000 years
of recorded history, Beijing has plenty of stories to tell. Part of our
job working at a magazine like beijingkids is to share this info to help
inspire you and your family to get out there and experience some of
these adventures on your own. So now the ball is in your court! How
will you define your Beijing adventure?

Kipp Whittaker
Chief Content Manager

Don’t Miss the Deadline to License
Your Ebike!
Time is running out to get your ebike properly licensed. Temporary
licenses are available until April 30, but as of May 1 unlicensed
bikes will be impounded and their riders fined RMB 1,000. To stay
legal, you can apply online, if your Mandarin skills are equal to
the task of navigating the app; alternatively, you need to bring
your ID and registration, and your bike’s documentation, to one
of 20 registration points across the city. Full information, including
help with the app and the address of your nearest Transportation
Bureau office, can be found on our website: www.beijing-kids.
com. (You can also find help there on updating your WeChat ID
information, so that you can still pay for your morning bubble tea!)

Hot and Spicy Festival to Put a Spring in
Your Step With Chili Chocolate Ice Cream

Lots of kids don’t like spicy food, but the upcoming Beijinger Hot and Spicy
Festival has one offering that might tempt them: spicy chocolate ice cream! The
treat is just one example of the cornucopia of chili-based cuisines available at
the festival, from China and the world beyond. The 2019 festival takes place on
April 20-21, at Galaxy Soho. For more information and to buy tickets visit the
Beijinger’s website, www.thebeijinger.com.

Secret Chefs Pop Up
at Hutong Restaurant

beijingkids Bids So Long to
Kuang, Waves Hello to Wendy
Spring is a time of change, and we’ve seen some changes
in the beijingkids team. Our colleague Huang Chenkuang,
known to us all as Kuang, writer and potter extraordinaire,
has left us. Happily she’s only moved across the office to
work for our sister publication The Beijinger, so we still get
the pleasure of her company! And just as happily, we’ve
welcomed Wendy Xu to the team. Wendy describes herself
as a southern girl from the land of pandas. She majored
in German literature for her degree and journalism as
a postgraduate, and in her spare time loves traveling,
snorkeling, rock climbing, calligraphy, and sketching. We’re
delighted to have this adventurous spirit on board with us!
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And Change Your
Calendar for
May Day Holiday...
At least ebike users have been given plenty of
notice. Another important legal change came
without warning or explanation: the date of
the May Day holiday has been switched. Originally it was scheduled for April 29 to May 1,
but will now be taking place from May 1 to 4,
with “make up” days on Sunday April 28 and
Sunday May 5. This does mean an extra day’s
holiday, but this will not be greeted as good
news by those who have already made travel
arrangements or booked tickets.

PHOTOS: THE BEIJINGER, WIKIMEDIA COMMONS, WENDY XU, UNI YOU

More international culinary delights are
available at the Orchid Lodge on Baochao Hutong. Throughout April they’ll
be hosting guest chefs, each preparing a
special lunch and dinner, in their “Secret
Recipes” series. The cuisines on offer
range from Japan to Colombia, from
India to the southern US, giving you a
chance to enjoy food from all round the
world in a stylish hutong setting. Definitely one for a date night, we reckon.

ESSENTIALS

Harmony and Steve

By Jin Chan Yum Wai
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ESSENTIALS EVENTS

APRIL EVENTS
Promote your family-friendly event on
the beijingkids website!
Submit your activity details before April 16 to
be considered for our May listings.

POSITIVE DISCIPLINE: A ONE DAY
PARENTING WORKSHOP
Apr 9

THE BEIJINGER
HOT & SPICY FESTIVAL 2019
Apr 20-21

HELP YOUR CHILD
BEAT SCHOOL ANXIETY
Apr 11

PAULINE’S CUISINE: TEA FOR TWO
Apr 6
Join Pauline’s Cuisine for a fun Saturday at EAST Hotel, and learn
how to create the ultimate afternoon tea: scones with clotted cream,
homemade jam, chocolate mousse, and finger sandwiches. Adults.
RMB 420. 10am-1pm. East Hotel. (WeChat ID: paulus155)

8
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Due to popular demand, Yew Chung International School of Beijing
(YCIS Beijing) will be offering a second workshop on “Beating School
Anxiety” on April 11. The workshop will help parents recognize the
signs of anxiety in their children and offer some strategies for helping
them overcome their stress. It will build on the lessons shared in the
previous workshop, but include new information and resources so will
be worthwhile for both new and returning parents. The workshop will
be presented by YCIS Beijing’s School Counsellor, Rachel George, and
is open to the public. Adults. Free 8.30-10am. YCIS Beijing. (RSVP:
info@bj.ycef.com)

PHOTOS: LUIS QUINTERO, RAWPIXEL.COM, LUKAS VIA PEXELS; COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

The carnival of capsaicin, the jamboree of jalapeño, the party of pepper, and the terror of your taste buds that is the Beijinger Hot & Spicy
Festival 2019 is returning to Galaxy Soho, on the weekend of April
20-21. China’s only spicy food festival is shaping up to be an absolute
knockout, featuring a massive two-day Chili Pepper eating contest, a
hot and spicy dating tree, a spicy sauce testing station, a chili roulette
game for the risk-takers, two full days of floor shows and entertainment,
and a pumping dance floor at night. All ages. 11am-8pm. Galaxy Soho.

Hello Future Kindergarten invites parents to this one-day workshop
where they can learn how to bring the power of positive discipline to
their parenting style. Learn to avoid power struggles and invite cooperation, connect before corrections, avoid punishing children without
letting them get away with everything, and to become a kind but
firm, solutions-focused parent. The workshop is designed for parents
of children aged 1-10. Adults. 9am-2.30pm. RMB 1,200. Hello Future,
Cathay View West Gate, Maquanying. (WeChat ID: becstarnz)

April 2019 beijingkids
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PAULINE’S CUISINE:
POP-UP LUNCH IN LIDO
Apr 10
A special lunch is waiting for you, courtesy of professional chef Pauline
van Hasselt! Life has given her a lot of lemons, and she has turned
them into lemonade through her successful ventures in Beijing, including Beijing Mother’s Guild and Pauline’s Cuisine. Her expat journey in
Beijing may have come full circle but this amazing chef and mother has
tons of lemonades to make and more upcoming kitchen adventures to
share with her next group of students! Come and join her last pop-up
lunch in Beijing before she rides the rainbow-tailed unicorn to London!
Adults. RMB 350. Starts noon. Pauline’s Cuisine Lido. (WeChat ID:
paulus155) EAST Beijing. (8426 0888)

SEUSSICAL JR.
AT DULWICH COLLEGE BEIJING
Apr 18-19

BSB SHUNYI CAR BOOT SALE
Apr 14
Spring is coming, and the British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB Shunyi)
and Roundabout will be holding their second Car Boot Sale! Come and
shop for great deals. Interesting used items will be on sale by parents
in the school’s parking lot. Part of the proceeds from this event will go
to Roundabout. Free entrance for the public. All ages. Free. 10am-1pm.
BSB Shunyi. (marketing@bsbshunyi.com)

With a cast of over 40 and a live band onstage, Dulwich College Beijing’s (DCB) Junior School is bringing to life all your favorite Dr. Seuss
characters in Seussical Jr., a musical perfect for the whole family, from
age 3 to 300! Scan QR code for tickets. All ages. RMB 50-80. Starts
7pm. Dulwich College Beijing. (RSVP: rsvp@dulwich-beijing.cn)

ROUNDABOUT BOOK FAIR AT
BEIJING CHAOYANG KAIWEN
ACADEMY
Apr 20

HOK PARENTS EDUCATION
WORKSHOP III: SETTING RULES
FOR CHILDREN – WHY AND HOW?
Apr 18
House of Knowledge (HoK) is arranging a series of workshops for parent
education to share the 21st-century educational spirit and methods to
help them understand child behavior more clearly and build effective
communication tools with their children. The third part of the series
is themed “Setting Rules for Children – Why and How?” and HoK cofounder Farshad Danicek will explain what rules and boundaries mean
to children, why they are important for their well-being and healthy
development, and how children learn responsibility through rules.
Adults. Free. 9.30-11.30am. House of Knowledge Xinglong Campus.
(6430 2161 ext. 803, marketing@hokschools.com)
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SAMAJAM: KIDS SHOW 2
Apr 19-21
Dubbed as a “200 percent participatory musical show”, Samajam Kids
Show returns to Beijing! Young audience members will join in with the
performing musicians as they will receive several musical instruments
during the show, helping them learn music while having fun. There will
also be a live interactive video game! All ages. RMB 180-380. 10.30am7.30pm. Beijing Tianqiao Performing Arts Center.

PHOTOS: LUIS QUINTERO, RAWPIXEL.COM, LUKAS VIA PEXELS; COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

Enjoy the reading and happy spirit of Roundabout book fairs! This
month, it’s taking place at the Beijing Chaoyang Kaiwen Academy on
April 20. Find your treasures from any of the 10,000 recently donated,
gently used books. Paperbacks cost RMB 10, while hardbacks are RMB
20 each. There are tons of kids’ books and special books starting from
RMB 1. Bring your unwanted books with you on the day to donate if
you would like to help. All proceeds from Roundabout book fairs will be
used to change someone’s life. All ages. Free admission. 10am-3.30pm.
Beijing Chaoyang Kaiwen Academy.

EVENTS

“THE BEST OF BRITISH” CELEBRATING
400 YEARS OF DULWICH COLLEGE
Apr 20
With the 400th anniversary of its founding school in London, Dulwich
College Beijing’s annual charity gala is taking on a special meaning this
year! Enjoy an executive chef dinner, exciting prizes, great entertainment, and free flow of wine while supporting the New Hope Foundation. Adults. RMB 1,100 RMB per ticket, RMB 10,000 for a table of 10.
Starts 6pm. Dulwich College Beijing. (RSVP: rsvp@dulwich-beijing.cn)

ESSENTIALS

3E CHARITY COMMUNITY DAY
Apr 27
3e International School welcomes everyone to their annual 3e Charity
Community Day. Come to find bargain treasures and entertain the family
with games and activities! Families are invited to sell well-maintained
second-hand goods: toys, books, and other household items. Families
and vendors can book a table for RMB 100 (table fees will be donated to
Living Water Children’s Home). All ages. Free admission. 10am-noon. 3e
International School. (6437 3344, community@3einternationalschool.
org)

JOY EL INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
FAMILY FAIR
Apr 27
Joy EL International Academy is holding its first Family Fair where staff,
students, and families come together to enjoy fun activities, games,
music, and food. This year’s theme is “International Celebration” and
there will be a bouncy castle, shows, booths representing the culture and cuisine of 10 countries, and more activities that take place
throughout the campus. All ages. Free admission. 10am-4pm. Joy EL
International Academy. (CocoLi@joyelacademy.com)

CISB STAGECATS PRESENTS:
GODSPELL

MCF MURDER MYSTERY: CUT LOOSE

Apr 26-27

Apr 27

The CISB StageCats are back and better than ever with an electrifying performance of the world-famous musical, Godspell. From the
legendary Broadway composer Stephen Schwartz, Godspell is a highly
energetic musical-comedy that retells stories and lessons from the Book
of Matthew. While inspired by a religious text as its source, this show
is for people of all ages, backgrounds, and tastes! Songs include the
worldwide hits “Day by Day”, “Bless the Lord”, and many others. And
even better - this will be CISB StageCats’ first musical production with
a live band onstage! All ages. RMB 50 (adults), RMB 30 (students).
Tickets can be purchased in advance at the CISB front desk or from
a member of the cast/crew. Showtimes: Apr 26 (Fri) at 7pm, Apr 27
(Sat) at 2pm (matinee) and 7pm. Canadian International School of
Beijing. (RSVP:patrick.connolly@cisbeijing.com, www.cisbtheatre.com)

Migrant Children’s Foundation’s annual event is back, with an 80s
themed interactive murder mystery inspired by the classic movie
Footloose. Expect lots of 80’s music, references to 80’s pop culture,
and more while enjoying a four-course meal and complimentary wine
on every table. On the night, you can get involved by dressing up in
eighties-themed outfits (big hair, bright make-up, neon accessories) and
have a chance of winning prizes for your 80s inspired style! And, it’s
interactive! So, if the spirit grabs you, you’ll be given the chance to get
up and show what you can do. There will be lots of prizes throughout
the evening, including for guessing the murderer, the best 80s dress,
and more! Adults. RMB 550. Starts 7pm. Hilton Hotel, Liangmaqiao.
(For tickets, contact WeChat ID: LornaDoone

April 2019 beijingkids
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MR. ROMMEL’S COOKING CLASSES
AT IVY ACADEMY SANLITUN

BSB SHUNYI OPEN DAY

Every Sat

The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB Shunyi) invites prospective
parents to see their school in action. Parents will be able to visit the
school’s Primary, German Primary, and Secondary classrooms, and
other facilities; talk to teachers; and learn about the enhanced English
National Curriculum and IB Diploma Programme. BSB Shunyi benefits
from collaborations with some of the very best organizations including
MIT, The Juilliard School, and UNICEF. All ages. Free. 9-11am. BSB,
Shunyi. (RSVP: admissions@bsbshunyi.com)

Mr. Rommel’s Cooking Class aims to let your kids have fun in the kitchen,
and helps them to build positive memories, good vibes, and great food.
Your kids will learn the basics of cooking ... there’s cutting, smelling,
pouring, kneading, and most of all, having fun and learning without
being aware of it! The classes run until June 22. All ages. RMB 2,860
(for 13 classes), RMB 260 (individual class). 10-11am. Ivy Academy
Sanlitun Campus, (187 1004 6911, rommel.penullar@ivyschools.com)

FOUR SEASONS AND ONE VIVALDI
PUPPET SHOW
May 4/5 and May 11/12
Introduce your little one to the world of classical music with this fun
puppet show. Little Vivaldi is fascinated by the story his father tells him
about young Petrolino the shepherd, interwoven with details about the
four seasons. This award-winning English language play is suitable for
children 3-8 years of age. Ages 3-8. RMB 80-220. 10.30am-3.30pm.
Qinglan Theatre. (400 610 3721)

May 19
Run to the Beat Musical Half Marathon, 10K, and 5K will take place in
the Ming Tombs Reservoir Scenic Area in Changping District on May
19, 2019. Live bands and DJs will be playing along the course to cheer
on the runners. The music party continues at the center stage after
crossing the finish line. Ages 16+. RMB 248 (half marathon), RMB 178
(5k), RMB 218 (10k). Starts 8am. Ming Tombs.

BEIJING NO. 55 HIGH SCHOOL
ADMISSION OPEN HOUSE
Apr 18
Beijing No. 55 High School International Students Section will hold an
open house for recruitment and admissions on April 18 from 9am to
11am. Staff members will tour parents around the campus, answer
questions, and give a lecture about the IB Curriculum. All ages. Free
admission. 9-11am. 3e International School. (RSVP: bj55iss@bj55.cn)
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HOUSE OF KNOWLEDGE OPEN DAY
- XINGLONG CAMPUS
Apr 4 and 17
Xinglong campus is the third campus of House of Knowledge (HoK),
following the success of the Shunyi and Chaoyang Park campuses.
Early Years learners follow the International Early Years Curriculum
(IEYC), a research-based curriculum focused on the social, emotional
and cognitive development needs of children age 2-5. It maintains the
Reggio Emilia philosophy of child-centered and personalized learning.
HoK invites prospective families to their Open Day to get a real feel of
the school’s learning practices and learn more about what the Xinglong
campus has to offer. All ages. Free. 9-11.30am. House of Knowledge
Xinglong Campus. (4006507747, admissions@hokschools.com)

PHOTOS: LUIS QUINTERO, RAWPIXEL.COM, LUKAS VIA PEXELS; COURTESY OF EVENT ORGANIZERS

“RUN TO THE BEAT”
MUSICAL MARATHON
IN THE MING TOMBS SCENIC AREA

Apr 22

Share your new arrival and
scan this QR code!

Note that we will only publish
photos of babies born
in the last 12 months

Oliver Ross

American. Born on
January 27 to Heather Ross
at Beijing United Family Hospital

Samuel Christopher
Emile Wade

French. Born on August 2 to Ian
Wade and Segolene Ekoto
at OASIS International Hospital

Leo Joel Fellows

Chinese/British. Born on September 11
to Ben Fellows and Samantha Liu
at Beijing Amcare Women’s & Children’s Hospital

Landry Ellen Vaughan

American. Born December 28 to Josiah
and Amanda Vaughan
at Amcare Women’s & Children’s Hospital

Alexander James Robinson

Canadian. Born on August 2 to John
and Shelby Robinson
at Beijing United Family Hospital
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The Great
Outdoors
Scout girl glamping
By Nicole Bonnah
PHOTOS: UNI YOU
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INDULGE LIVING

W

ho says the great outdoors consists only of muddy boots and
plastic macs? In this issue’s Indulge we took Girl Scout Leader
and all-round woman extraordinaire Jenny
Eveland to familiar surroundings, but with a
touch of glamour.
Elementary Visual Arts teacher Eveland,
who is best known for helping young girls to
brush up on their life skills, survival instincts,
and savvy outdoor camping abilities, was
treated to a day of full-on pampering. When
not teaching at the International School of
Beijing (ISB) or leading a troop of girl-powered
scouts, Eveland loves to enjoy the great
outdoors with her family, husband Deva, and
six-year-old Beatrice.
If anyone was deserving of a day of
fashion, hair and makeup, it has to be Daisy
Girl Scout leader, Eveland. To not have had
a manicure in over ten years is just one of
the reminders of how hard this lady works.
Eveland was a Girl Scout for twelve years as a
child and has been leading her current group
for two years. With little time for routine pampering, her busy hands are usually covered in
paint rather than glossy shellac!

Color was out of the question for Eveland,
so we concentrated on transforming her
tresses with a cut. Hairstylist and Makeup Artist Lina, from salon Catherine De France, went
straight to work, but not before convincing our
lady of the hour to take her locks shorter than
originally planned. Eveland let go and allowed
Lina to work her magic. We went for a short
bob, with layered bangs in the front and a
short-layered pixie cut at the back. Although
no color was added, the layers managed to
transform Eveland’s overall color, leaving her
with a subtle ashy blonde. Eveland’s short bob
framed her face beautifully and accentuated
her lovely sky-blue eyes.
Makeup was kept simple, with a dewy and
light foundation, mascara and eyeliner, a little
sparkle with bronzer and blusher, and a pink
on the lips to lift the whole look. The piece
de resistance had to be her manicured nails
with bloodred shellac; a hopeful goodbye to
years of neglected cuticles.
We dressed Eveland in timeless and classic
pieces by fashion designers Alla Batiuk and
Svetlana Cheremnych. Batiuk, fashion lecturer
and founder of ALL ABOUT fashion brand, has
worked with fashion photographers and fashion magazines as a stylist and as a costume
designer for theatre and cinema productions.
Batiuk’s and Cheremnych’s timeless designs focus on sustainability. Their concept
heavily relies on creating “slow fashion” and
“long-life” products
that are affordable
but luxurious. Going
against the grain, and
designing collections
that are not seasonal
but rather timeless, is
the goal of her brand
and for no-nonsense
mom, Eveland, worked
perfectly in showing

her how fashion can practically match her
lifestyle with simplicity.
Donning her Girl Scout badge, Eveland
looked stunning in green as we embraced her
love for the outdoors at a photo shoot in Lido’s
Side Park. The pale pink corduroy tailored skirt
and blazer looked classic and demure against
our chosen spot by the lake, and one of our
favorite looks of the day had to be the 60’s
style Navy blue and silver floral dinner jacket;
suitable for wearing as a single piece or over
a one-piece or two-piece outfit.
Eveland showed us how to get a tent up
in, and with, style and loved “glamping” it up
with beijingkids. Next time you take a trip in
the great outdoors, do it with style and leave
the muddy boots at home!

GET THIS LOOK:
Catherine de France Salon
East Avenue Building G/F 10 Xin Dong Lu, Chaoyang District.
朝阳区新东路10号逸盛阁首层
www.catherinedefrance.com (8442 5120)
Alla Batiuk, All About
Wechat: allabatuk
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THE GREEN
PAGES

Sustainable lifestyle news in the capital
By Rebecca Archer

It’s Picnic Season!
How to Do It Without Producing Any Trash

T

he blossoms are out in full bloom,
our below zero temperatures have
given way to mid-20C heat waves in
a matter of a few short weeks, and
the city gardeners are watering the dead dry
ground to bring forth the new growth that
signifies spring is here.
There is no better time in Beijing than
now to get outside into the many parks, or
to explore beyond the 5th Ring Road. It’s the
season of picnics and camping, and if you are
familiar with these activities, you will also no
doubt be familiar with the mountains of trash
that these pastimes leave behind when happy
campers move on from their picnic sites. Enjoy
nature, and show your love for it, by adopting
Zero Waste principles when you head out.
1. Buy your foods in bulk
Don’t be afraid to head into those wet markets
that are scattered everywhere across Beijing.
They are full of the best bulk snacks: nuts of
all sorts, banana chips, sultanas, sweet seed
snack bars, dehydrated dates and vegetable
chips, sweet buns and pastries, and more!
Take your reusable produce bags and fill those
babies up!
2. Prepare your food in advance
So much picnic and camping food is prepackaged. With some planning and preparation at home, you can eliminate the bulk of
this packaging.
- For breakfast: pancakes or oats and bananas.
- For lunch: Frittata’s and quiche, loaf breads
from the bakery, peanut butter, hummus,
vegetables, fruits, or whatever else you can
make at home. Meat, breads, and cheese
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can easily be purchased from Jenny Lou’s,
April Gourmet, or Carrefour using your own
containers.
- For dinner: tofu or bean burgers using
buns from the bakery, chopped broccoli,
and fire-roasted potatoes.
- Snacks: take your own homemade cookies
or muesli bars.
3. Stay hydrated
- Take super large water dispensers or large
drink bottles. You will always consume more
than you need so take extra so that you
don’t have to purchase plastic water bottles.
- Buy drinks that recycle easily such as
soda cans or glass bottles, and remember
to take them home and leave them out for
your local recyclers to collect.

4. Ditch the disposable plates and cutlery
- Take some from your home, or if you are regular
picnic people, get a set that you can use every
time you go out.
5. Make cleanup easy
- Take cloth napkins from home, which you can
dampen with water to clean up those sticky faces
and fingers.
- Pack a cloth and tea towel from home, plus
a little bottle of dishwashing liquid to clean up
afterwards.
- Reuse the empty food containers to take home
your compostable waste.
And finally, don’t forget your picnic blanket, a
Frisbee or football, and a bottle of champagne.
Happy picnicking!

THE GREEN PAGES LIVING

The Latest Viral Social Media ‘Green’ Trend
If you use western social media, you will no doubt be aware of the latest viral hashtag,
and this one is making the planet a cleaner place. #trashtag started trending in March this
year, when teen Byron Román posted a ‘before’ photo of a litter-strewn wooded area, with
an ‘after’ photo of the area and the bagfuls of garbage that had been collected. Since the
post, many people, including teenagers, have responded to the challenge posting photos
of themselves with areas that they have cleaned up. If you want to take up the challenge,
get your family together and send your before and after photo’s to the beijingkids
team: editor@beijing-kids.com

Fashion Revolution Week:
April 22-28, 2019
Over the course of this week, there will be various events across Beijing
including documentary screenings, discussions, and second hand clothing
swaps and sales events.
AT HOME:
- Enter the discussion on social media #whomademyclothes.
- Hold clothing swaps for kids and teens outgrown/unwanted clothing.
- Watch ‘The True Cost of Fashion’ documentary on Netflix.
AROUND THE CITY:
Youth Edition: LIVE WITH LESS x Inspire Citizens, Apr 21
The classic swap session with a twist - student leaders will open your eyes
to more ways of being a conscious consumer. All ages. Free. 12-4pm. Crossboundaries, 4 Gongtibeilu, Sanlitun. WeChat ID: crossboundaries

PHOTO CREDITS: LULU ASH: @LULUASHSTUDIO; STOCK PHOTOS

The True Cost of Fashion: Who Pays the Price of Our Clothes Documentary Screening, Apr 23
Documentary screening followed by a panel discussion featuring industry
experts. All ages. RMB 50 (presale tickets include one drink). 7-9.30pm. The
Bookworm, Sanlitun. WeChat: becstarnz

F

ashion Revolution Week was born as a result of the
Rana Plaza building collapses in Bangladesh, when
1,138 people (mostly young female workers) were killed
under unsafe working conditions while manufacturing
clothes for fast fashion brands such as Walmart, JC Penny,
and Primak. Since then, the spotlight has been on the fashion
industry, particularly on the people who make our clothes and
how they live and are treated, and on the environment which
is suffering greatly as a result of the production of clothes and
our over-consumption - the fashion industry is the second most
polluting industry on earth.
It’s a global movement that calls for a fairer, safer, cleaner,
more transparent fashion industry, which protects and enhances the life of the people who make the clothes, and also
using environmentally sustainable practices.

Swap, Sweat and Smile:
LIVE WITH LESS x Heyrobics, Apr 27
A swap with a sports focus, so
bring your exercise clothing and
gear, or come and pick up some
new stuff. Adults. Free (half
price pizza and drinks.). 1-4pm
swapping; 4-5pm Heyrobics.
Xian Bar, East Hotel. WeChat:
crossboundaries
RiverBlue Documentary
Screening, Apr 28
Documentary Screening followed by a group discussion
about the film. All ages. 8pm.
RMB 50 (presale tickets include one drink). 8pm. The
Bookworm, Sanlitun. WeChat:
becstarnz.
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M

MUMMY
MINIMALIST
My week as a minimalist
By Nicole Bonnah
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inimalism: the seemingly loaded
word that conjures up visions of
bare mattresses in the middle of
a shell of a room, empty makeup
bags, one lonesome pair of shoes to call your
own – voids of emptiness on dressers and in
drawers - is that minimalism? Or is it something else entirely?
The pull of consumerism is ever around us,
on our commutes to work, while sipping coffee
at your local bistro, and even in our own front
rooms. How do we, and families in particular,
persevere in a quest for simplicity? To spend
less, own less, and be completely content
with doing so? As the eco-warriors of this
world remind us, the earth is dying, a victim
of our consumerism. Our planet requires that
the future be zero waste and that we become
more eco-conscious.
Apart from the obvious environmental
benefits of minimalism, embracing the concept
of less in our lives can be physically and psychological freeing. Not having to worry what
to wear in the morning, what to fill our homes
with, and less anxiety about items that have
arguably become self-defining symbols, are
all significant benefits to be had by owning
fewer possessions.
But how does all this translate to families?
My family and I journeyed into the world of
minimalism for a week and discovered our
own path to owning less. The first item on
my list was to change my mindset. We have
been conditioned to believe that we are buying pleasures – recreational items, clothing,
furniture, and the like – using our money,
when in fact, we buy these and more with
hours from our lives.
This was a week of transformation. My
transformation into Mommy Minimalist.
As Henry David Thoreau is quoted as saying in Kimberley Wilson’s 2012 book, Becoming a Minimalist, “The price of anything is
the amount of life you exchange for it.” So I
started my week off by investing an amount
of ‘life’ into learning more about minimalism.
Joe Harvey of The Bulk House, a sustainability company dedicated to the ethos “refuse,
reduce, reuse, repair, recycle, and rot,” came
to visit me at my home. He and his business
partner have spent the past three years
inspiring expat and Chinese communities in
China to live more sustainably, and have their
own line of eco-friendly products for people
wanting to curate a more eco-conscious and
minimalist lifestyle.
Walking around my apartment Joe was
impressed by my visible efforts to live clutter-

FEATURE LIVING

free, but helped me think about other areas
of the home that could be downsized. We
found items squirreled away behind closets,
in wardrobes and on counter tops.
Life in Beijing is very transient for expat
families, most of whom do not own a home in
the city. However, if I asked you to look around
your rented apartment or house, you might
be surprised by how much time, energy, and
not to mention cost, is going into accumulating items, for a space, which for most living
here is temporary.
I started to think about the following
principles: omit needless things, identify the
essential, make everything count; write down
tasks and use different de-cluttered spaces
for different things, fill your life with joy;
connect with people, it’s relationships rather
than ‘things’ that matter, and edit: edit what
you say, write, have, buy. Less is always more.
My stream of consciousness was filled with
questions related to my soft furnishings, my
many pairs of shoes, and my stacks of cutlery,
glassware and travel bags. How much does
one small family need? I even started to think
about the way I consume for my new little one.
How much clothing does an eight-month-old
need? How many soft animals and massproduced plastic toys that go “bleep” and
turn all colours of the rainbow does a baby
need in his life? And most importantly, what
kind of example I am trying to be for a child,
whose habits, no doubt, will battle with being
shaped by one of the most hyper-consumerist
cultures of our time?
Have we just been consuming products
that end up collecting dust on our ornamental
and vanity shelves? I spent the day at the
beginning of my experiment to find out. I
started with the kitchen. I found a nice round
number I felt comfortable with and ran with
it; I would have no more than four of each
dining item and no more than one, for most
of my kitchen utensils. I gave new homes to
several plates and dishes, bowls, cups and
glassware. How often have you used that
blender or that ninth bowl? Stack them, box
them and give them away.
I removed half of my wardrobe and began
the process of finding new owners for items,
some of which were brand new and had never
seen the light of day. Shoes I had purchased
years ago and worn once or twice were out the
door to new homes and new pairs of feet. Sentimental items were downsized and only the
most poignant items that meant something
stayed. Linen for beds was also downsized.
You can strip, wash and dry your duvet cover

Before
and sheet within one day, without much fuss
and a little organization – bung them in the
wash first thing. Maternity items were either
gifted or sold to new moms, and don’t forget
to check what items your ayi might consider
taking off your hands.
The accumulation of goods is more psychological than anything. We let attachments take
root and sometimes on many levels allow what
we own to define us, add value to what we
believe are important signifiers of our success
in life, and what we sometimes feel makes us
‘happy’. Mindset is everything, and the more I
gave away, sold, or reused items for another
purpose, and looked around a more clutterfree and energy-light home, I began to feel
physically and mentally free.
What could you consume less of, and use
your time and energy elsewhere? I made over
RMB 3,000 selling items. Making your home
lighter could lead to making your pockets fuller. You can make some contributions to your
savings, or spend your minimalist winnings on
a family outing, holiday, or recreational activity. The family and I have taken up hiking (see
p.52). We leave the toys and entertainment
system at home, and bond while enjoying the
great outdoors.
Living a minimalist lifestyle does not mean
giving up on the pleasures of life or items that
you feel are significant. We are all allowed a
vice or two. Minimalism has to work for you
and your needs, and you can take and leave
what you will. Personalise the principles of
minimalism and use the ones that resonate
with you to shape the life you feel comfortable
living. Every little helps. Books are important
to me, so they all stayed; I have a Kindle too,
but this was my chosen vice. Don’t forget that

After
smaller sustainability acts, such as purchasing a reusable shopping bag, cutting back on
the use of plastic, and recycling, reusing, and
repairing, all go a long way to helping less
waste end up on our landfills.
The prospect of minimising your home may
seem daunting. Where do you begin? When
will you find the time? You don’t have to go in
guns blazing with a minimalism project. You
can start with just one room, on one weekend.
If this doesn’t work for your family’s schedule,
start with a drawer, a shelf, or a vanity table
and slowly work your way through the home.
Slowly but surely the minimalist lifestyle
swallowed me whole. I enjoyed the freedom of
not thinking about what to wear, what to buy,
what needed cleaning, what needed organizing in the home, and dare I say it, I felt quite
Zen and at peace in the home. I could write
more fluidly, and I felt a lot lighter and spent
zero on purchases not related to household
meals and travel.
My home is a haven. Light, airy and clutterfree. Everything has a purpose and a place
to call home within the home. Heading for a
cupboard or wardrobe door doesn’t feel me
with dread and I know where everything is.
Lux of course is still the bubbly and giggly
baby he’s always been, but no doubt he sees
and feels the difference minimalism has had
on Mommy, and (possibly) Daddy.
Many of the core principles of Minimalism
I will take with me into the future, and the
fundamentals that help me to live more sustainably and with simplicity are here to stay!
Make 2019 the year of simplifying your life by
asking yourself: Do you need it? Will you use
it? Does it add value to your life?
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HEALTH

NATURAL PATH

9 HEALTHY

SUMMER TIPS

By Melissa Rodriguez

W

ith warmer weather comes the perfect chance to start
new healthy routines. Check out some of my tips and
recommendations for the healthiest summer ever!

1. Disconnect: Cutting down on screen time is something many
of us struggle with. Nicer weather means more chances to get out.
Create opportunities to spend time connecting with people instead.
Some studies seem to correlate social media time with higher levels
of depression and anxiety. Help kids disconnect too, by planning an
afternoon doing something special with them. Perhaps take them to
a tea shop and enjoy some great conversation together.
2. Drink green tea: When you’re at the tea shop order green tea.
According to Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) green tea has cooling
properties, meaning it’s an excellent choice in the summer. In fact,
many Beijingers will never drink green tea in the winter. Green tea
contains antioxidants that can help counteract the effect of pollution,
because unfortunately in the summer we can still get smoggy days.
3. Outdoor activities: That being said, it’s still important to take
advantage of the hotter temperatures and go outside. Sunshine is
important for Vitamin D production and it’s produced naturally in our
bodies when skin is exposed to the light of the sun. Of course we
need to be careful not to burn, as that will seriously increase our risk
of skin cancer. While being outdoors wear hats and try to stay in the
shade during peak hours (around 10am-2pm). If you will be in a pool
or won’t have access to shade, use sunscreen that’s safe.
4. Safe Sun Protection: In general avoid oxybenzone and choose
mineral based products that contain zinc oxide and titanium dioxide.
These don’t get absorbed into the blood stream, unlike oxybenzone
which is a hormone disruptor.
5. Hydration: In Beijing summers are hot and humid, causing us to
lose water through sweat. People always want to know how much water
they need to drink, but it’s a difficult question to answer because it
depends on so many factors. The best way to estimate whether you’re
hydrated is to make sure your urine is a faint, pale yellow color. Some
people like to use the 2L mark, but I find in Beijing sometimes that’s
actually not enough. One word of caution though, if you find you have
excessive thirst even after drinking 5L of water a day, if you have to
go to the bathroom every hour and it disrupts your sleep, you may be
suffering from diabetes insipidus. See your doctor and let them know
what you’re experiencing.
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6. Bring on the veg: Summer is the perfect time to increase your
vegetable intake and thankfully there are many seasonal options to
choose from. In Beijing we can find familiar staples like cabbage,
cucumbers, tomatoes, but there are also more exotic finds like water
spinach, known as kōngxīncài (空心菜), Indian lettuce or yóumàicài (
油麦菜) and Chinese spinach or hàncài (汉菜). If you’re feeling very
adventurous try some bitter melon or kŭguā (苦瓜), a summer must
since it’s also cool in nature.
7. Eat more raw foods: Eating in season is important for maximum
nutrient content, and raw fruits and vegetables take that nutrition to
the next level. Since there’s no heating involved vitamin content is
generally higher, and beneficial enzymes are also preserved. That’s
why summer is the perfect time for salads and fresh fruits.
8. Pack safe picnics: Beijing has many great parks to enjoy in the
summer, but when you pack a picnic try to avoid foods with meat or
eggs (mayo included). Boiled eggs are less of a concern, and if you
must take meat products be sure they’re packed on ice. Hot foods are
more challenging to keep safe, unless you eat them right away. Food
that stays out in the heat can spell tummy t-r-o-u-b-l-e. Don’t leave
food out for more than two-hours, less in extreme temperatures.
9. Stress less: Summer is the perfect time to adopt a more easygoing attitude. Take some time for self-care and do things that bring
you joy. Arrange for a regular massage, or a nightly walk with a friend.
Call a loved one from overseas or a friend you’ve been missing. Try
adopting meditation as a regular practice. There are many meditation
apps out there. Try one for 10 minutes a day for seven consecutive
days and see how you feel.

Got a question?
Melissa Rodriguez is a naturopathic
specialist and mother of two. To find
out more, check out her website at
drmelissarodriguez.com
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PREPARE
THE GROUND
Ready these items for your camping
or hiking journey!
By Andy Penafuerte III

T

Joy Dieterle
Girl Scout Leader,
Cadettes (Grades 6-8) in Shunyi

Steve Hubbard
Den Leader, Cub Scout Pack 3944

Liu Shihong
Founder, ChinaHiking

Li Donghe
Head Nurse,
OASIS International Hospital
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he sun is up, the weather is clear, the hiking gear is all ready
– and you’re injured or feeling unwell? Accidents definitely
spoil the fun, so it’s always better that we are prepared for
the worst and looking forward to the best.
Just what exactly are the things that you need to prepare? We trim
them down to the essential six of hiking and camping, as well as the
items for your first aid kit, all courtesy of our guest experts from different organizations in Beijing.

6 OF

FEATURE HEALTH

THE ESSENTIAL

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
CLOTHING

What we wear when we head to an adventure is important because we can turn them into outdoor
survival tools. Bandanas, for example, can be used in many ways: as a shade or head covering, a
wound dressing, a wrap for a splint, a sling, a wash cloth, or a trail marker. Wear non-cotton clothing (cotton absorbs moisture and takes a long time to dry), and bring extra layers like a fleece or a
jacket in case of weather changes. Use proper hiking boots too!

EMERGENCY KIT

What items you carry in your backpack can affect your pace and stamina. So when deciding on what
should be in your emergency kit, think of what will help you survive harsh conditions. A first aid kit is
definitely a must (see next page for more). You’ll also need to bring a flashlight/head lamp, a Swiss
Army knife, self-heating packets, a rope tie, matches or fire starters, and a spare battery.

FOOD AND WATER

Be smart when you make choices as to what food you’ll bring. Trail mix nuts and protein bars are
compact and light and can provide you with lasting energy. Canned food is great, but where will the
can go afterwards? To stay hydrated, bring a spill-proof bottle or a water bladder, and fill it up when
you reach a town or when the water is potable.

CLEAR MIND

You need to be always alert and aware of your surroundings. This goes from the selection of your
comfortable camping spot (on a high area so it doesn’t get flooded, and on a flat surface away from
falling debris), to following itineraries or staying put when you’re lost (since you’ll risk getting more
lost if you start wandering in search of your group).

TEAM WORK

Camping out or hiking are experiences that will keep you grounded. When you’re off the beaten
track, everything will be easier if you and your friends support and help each other. Acknowledge
that everyone has a different personality, so set aside the drama because you’re creating delightful,
not dreadful experiences. Remember, “Teamwork makes the team work”!

RESPECT

“Take nothing but memories; leave nothing but footprints.” Oftentimes we enjoy a lot in our adventures but it is Mother Nature that’s suffering. Once you break camp or depart from the hiking trail,
make sure they still look like you’ve never been there. Leaving no trace doesn’t only mean plastic
but also organic material. We not only want to take care of nature but also offer other campers the
same unspoiled area we arrived in.

BRING THIS GUIDE WHEN YOU SET OFF!
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YOUR FIRST AID KIT ESSENTIAL
Q-tips
棉签 mián qiān

Saline solution
for wound cleaning
伤口清洗的盐水
qīng xǐ shāng kǒu de yán shuǐ

Scissors
剪刀 jiǎn dāo

Iodine stick
碘棒 diǎn bàng

Bandage and gauze
绷带和纱布 bēngdài hé shābù

Self-adhesive bandage
自粘绷带 zì nián bēng dài
Alcohol swabs
酒精棉片 jiǔ jīng mián piàn

Tylenol or paracetamol
For reducing pain, reducing fever,
and relieving the symptoms of allergies, cold, cough headache, and
influenza

Ibuprofen
Anti-inflammatory drug
for treating fever, pain,
or inflammation
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Medication kit
This contains your essential over-thecounter drugs for common health
issues like colds or cough. Put in here
your anti-histamine medication if you
have allergies, or maintenance drugs.

PHOTOS: UNI YOU; COURTESY OF STEVE HUBBARD, JOY DIETERLE, LIU SHIHONG, OASIS INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL; INFOGRAPHICS BY MICHELLE ZHANG

Thermometer
温度计 wēn dù jì
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Czech Cuisine
The Thornton family’s culinary trip around Prague

By Nicole Bonnah

PHOTOS: UNI YOU
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DINING OUT DINING

T

here were schnitzels, goulash, and
crème brûlée lavishly spread out
for the Thornton family to tuck into,
at the number one spot for Czech
cuisine in Beijing. Prague Restaurant is the
perfect place to get familiar with the diverse
and delectable cuisine of a country steeped
in rich culture and history.
It may never have occurred to you to take
the family out for Czech food, so there’s no
better time than the present to introduce you
to the wonderful culinary world of Prague,
through the exceptional offerings on the menu
at this issue’s Dining Out restaurant.
The Thornton family, although originally
from Minnesota, have travelled from sunny
Orlando, Florida to take up residence in
Beijing. Emily is married to Conor Thornton
and their two kids, Robert and Lucie, attend
the British School of Beijing, Sanlitun (BSB
Sanlitun). Conor is a Facility Design Manager
with Universal Studios, and Emily, a former
preschool teacher, is enjoying expat life here
and keeps busy by volunteering as a Daisy Girl
Scout troop leader at BSB Sanlitun.
The Thornton’s culinary adventure at
Prague Restaurant was a daunting one for the
kids, whom Emily described as picky eaters!
The Thornton kids love to tuck away Saturday
night staples like pizza, and enjoy steak, spaghetti, rice, fruit, and veggies! Neither of the
kids are fans of Chinese food, so this weekday

outing was the perfect opportunity for the kids
to try something new. Mom and Dad, however,
are adventurous eaters and will try just about
anything and everything.
From start to finish the Thornton family
were given the red carpet treatment. The entire staff was extremely pleasant and showed
Mom, Dad and the kids around. The family
was seated and introduced to the menu while
the manager made some recommendations.
The Thorntons were presented with some
of the restaurant’s signature and most decadent dishes, including Deep-Fried Camembert
(RMB 69), Pork Schnitzel (RMB 59), Goulash
Soup in a Bread Bowl (RMB 49), and the Slow
Cooked Braised Beef (RMB 89) in special
gravy, perfected by Chef Martin.
Mom and Dad enjoyed everything, while
Lucie loved her fries and soda, and Robert
demolished the Fried Camembert and the

Vanilla Crème Brûlée (RMB 32). Everything
was beautifully presented and the portions
were just right. The environment is familyfriendly and intimate, with a space designed
to be inviting and warm.
There’s also a little light entertainment
for the kids, with the Czech national mascot
taking up residence on the first floor of the
restaurant. The mascot is a replica of one of
Czechia’s most famous cartoons, Mole, created
by Czech animator Zdenek Miler. After fried
cheese, get the kids and go and say hello!
And maybe learn a few phrases in Czech to
impress friends at school.
Mom and Dad were so impressed with
their culinary journey through Prague and
the excellent service that they returned just
a few days later to enjoy beer pong! Yes, you
read right; if awesome, delicious Czech food
isn’t enough to entice you to try something
new and exciting, then you’ll always have beer
pong to fall back on as an excuse to jump on
the express train to Prague.
What are you waiting for?

Prague Restaurant
1/F, 1, Compound F, Sanlitun Nanjie, 4
Gongti Bei Lu, Chaoyang District
朝阳区工体北路4号院80号楼1层F区1号
Daily 11am-2am
152 0128 8544
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Gourmet Picnics
Artisan filled baskets
for perfect picnics
By Nicole Bonnah
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W

hen thinking of family picnics of childhoods past, closed soggy sandwiches
with lackluster fillings may come to
mind. Floppy iceberg lettuce, cheese,
and tomato, or perhaps your family preferred the
classic afternoon tea-style cucumber sandwiches,
perfectly cut into bite-sized triangles?
Well it’s time to do away with the old and switch
up the picnic game a notch or two. Revolutionize your
picnic basket this summer with some of the best artisan products in town, and take your alfresco dining
from high street pickings to haute couture fantastic!
We are going to show you what to fill your picnic
basket with, and not only will you be able to choose
the right products to perfectly pack for your day
out with the kids, we will show you how to cut your
picnic prep time in half, if not completely. You’ll be
able to have these items delivered straight to your
door, and most of our selected products are freshly
prepared and packed and ready for you to sling into
your hamper.
There will be no buttering or layering before you
leave the house and by the time we’re done here, we
hope you will most certainly be convinced that Aperitivo- or tapas-style picnic snacking is the way to go.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT DINING

Butcher Brouillette

Angus Tips, Jerky, Cracklings, and Spiced Sausage
Forget what you think you know about dried and cured meats,
Kara’s generous meat-laden bags adorned with 1950’s tattoo insignia
are not just a unique take on the humble bar snack but robust with
flavor and texture. The cool and quirky brand is a wonderful reflection of the creator behind all the meaty magic. Orange hair, perfectly
placed piercings and awesome body art are the signature attributes
of our resident femme butcher.
My favorites have to be the Angus tips, moist with just enough textured bite to get your teeth into. Lightly spiced with Spanish smoked
paprika, garlic, onion, and kampot black pepper, these morsels of
yumminess are oh-so-moreish and free of artificial flavorings. Partner
with a premium lager or craft beer, and for the more luxurious palate
I would stretch to popping these in the mouth while washing them
down with a medium dry Prosecco.
The pork cracklings were a revelation. The light and crispy texture
of the cracklings are unlike pork scratchings, which are usually a
little more brittle. Seasoned with a unique spice blend that Kara has
coined “Piggy Stardust”, the Butcher Brouilette pork rinds resemble
and taste more like perfectly fried pork crackers that could easily
accompany a bowl of Chicken Chow Mein or in the case of a picnic,
a glass of Pimms!
The beef jerky has a slightly more traditional taste and texture,
however is more thinly sliced into wonderful shards perfect for gnaw-

ing at. Chew alongside the spiced sausage, which I would partner with a
mini, picnic-basket-sized bottle of red Bordeaux (or a normal size – who’s
judging!). The packaged cured meats are ready to go, and can be slung
straight into the basket or hamper. Slice up the sausage as you like and
pass by a local deli for some olives to add to the mix.
WeChat: humantyphoon

Jar Jar Minx

Angus Tips, Provençal Tapenade, Roasted Garlic Tapenade and Passion Fruit Curd
I bet you were wondering when bread would make an appearance in your basket?
Well, gourmet food brand Jar Jar Minx brings you Mediterranean flavors with culinary
flare and creativity. These spreads and dips are the perfect accompaniment to a crusty
loaf or French baguette.
No. Don’t slice or butter your bread, no need. Simply rip a generous portion of your
choice of artisan bread and lovingly spread with or dip into one of Charlotte’s scrumptious
tapenades. Alternatively stack an open sandwich with a spread of your choice and enjoy.
I would also pair these tapenades with beautifully thin slices of Italian Parma Ham,
and wash it down with something dry like a crisp chardonnay or Pinot Grigio. Olives, nut
and fresh herbs play key roles in Jar Jar Minx’s delicious creations, which also include a
variety of unique jams and even rich liquors.
For the sweeter teeth in the picnic gang, spread some bread with the insanely sweet
and potently rich passion fruit curd. Don’t go for shop-bought jars of curd, you can’t beat
Charlotte’s homemade versions, which use premium, quality ingredients and of course
are made with love. The passion fruit curd is epic and can be wonderfully matched with
Elvira’s sumptuous jarred spreads (see below.)
The Provençal tapenade, made using black and green olives, dried tomatoes and herbes de Province is hearty and packed full of flavor. I am a massive fan of garlic and so of
course the Roasted Garlic tapenade is perfect for those who like a powerful hit of flavor,
which is beautifully partnered and slightly tempered by green olives and almonds. Yum.
WeChat: CharLouise
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Elvira’s Nuts

Muesli, Spreads, Energy Balls and Coco Pops
Enter Queen of Nuts, Elvira! Free from artificial flavorings and with no added sugar, Elvira’s Nuts
is the perfect brand for those seeking healthy but hearty nut-based products that can be perfectly
matched with yogurts, fruit, and more!
Elvira has taken the health-conscious arena by storm without compromising on taste. There’s
no shortage of choice when making a purchase of delicious items to fill your breakfast bowls, or
to spread on breads, or sprinkle over just about anything of your choice. This brand is a crowdpleaser, and your family can’t go wrong by including some of Elvira’s offerings in your picnic basket.
Elvira showed us how to stack a recycled glass jar with Greek yogurt and either her fruity muesli
or crunchy granola, along with a layer of her sumptuous tooth-achingly sweet natural chocolate
spread. Get the kids involved and perhaps partner it with a sustainability project (get the kids to
collect used jars at home, wash them out and put to one side for picnic days). Don’t worry about
doing your layering at home, get the picnic blanket down and get the kids to create their own DIY
layered muesli and yogurt jars while at the park!
Elvira’s jarred spreads are equally delicious. Again, whip a bit of crusty bread from your baguette
or loaf and get dipping, or get the kids to make sweet and sticky open sandwiches with almond
and hazelnut chocolate spread, layered with one of Jar Jar Minx’s curds! Yes! Choose from passion
fruit, Meyer lemon, and Mandarin Orange.
If the summer heat gets too much and the kids need a little pick-me-up, hand out the delicious
energy balls, made with an assortment of dry seasonings, dates, goji berries, coconut, ginger, and
sesame butter. Partnered with some fruit and a handful of Elvira’s homemade coco pops, they’re
light and sweet and dissolve on the tongue. Save some for breakfast in the morning and serve
with almond or soy milk.
You can expect so much more from this brand, including yummy muesli bars, lemon bars, and
passion fruit Maracuya bars, perfect for snacking or adding to the kids school lunch box. Also check
out her eclectic mix of homemade cereals, healthy cakes, relishes and chutneys.

La Factoria

WeChat: asteroidelvira

Homemade Lasagna, Pasta Salad, and Artisan Pestos
So we’ve given you open sandwiches, artisan snacks, dips and spreads
and suggested what to match them with – it’s now time for a carb fest!
Homemade pasta is the way to go. Don’t worry about overboiling your
pasta penne, cooling and adding jarred mayonnaise, the kids probably
won’t touch it and it’ll no doubt end up sitting lonely in Tupperware in plain
sight of the sun, going warm.
Jorge will sort you out, with his beautifully prepared pastas and I kid
you not, gastronomic Italian sauces. Founder of La Factoria, Jorge Cordero
is the creator behind the brand that is a small factory churning out fresh
and dry homemade pasta and sauces right here in Beijing. His passion
for Italian food and flavors developed when he spent time working for a
restaurant-pasta factory in Fuerteventura, Spain, owned by a Uruguayan
family with Italian roots.
It might never have occurred to you to bring along lasagna to a picnic,
but this a gourmet picnic after all, and when perfectly layered lasagna is
made to order and delivered to your door – why not? Put under the grill for
a few minutes, seal and bring along to enjoy with the family. Cooked pasta
can be a joy to eat hot, slightly cooled or cold in a salad. Cordero’s Pasta
Salad was prepared using his homemade fusilli, which made a wonderful
addition to the artisan hamper.
You will be spoiled for choice when making an order for your picnic,
and we recommend ordering some surplus for dinner! Choose from stuffed
ravioli, chicken tortellini, spaghetti, tagliatelle, and robust pestos, including
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Genovese (made with basil), red pesto (made with tomato and nuts),
pesto cream, rocket pesto (made with arugula), Bolognese and so
much more!
On brown bread spread Cordero’s preservative free Genovese
pesto or red pesto, and wash down with a white or red wine. You’re
very welcome.
Cue slow-mo frame of you and the kids waltzing into your local
park, gourmet picnic basket in hand, hair flowing in the slight summer
breeze, as mouths catch flies when you bring out your epic artisan
hamper. Open sandwiches? Cured spiced meats? Tapenades and
homemade pestos? Yes – you’re winning! Share the gourmet love
and get everyone on the epic picnic basket train. WeChat: parrae
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Wibbly
Wobbly
Bird

A student from Swiss School Beijing
shows how to brighten any home
with a handmade felt bird for Easter
By Wendy Xu

What You’ll Need
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Pencils
Scissors
Thick white paper
2mm thick colored felt
1mm thick felt in a different color
Googly eyes
Glue
Colored thread
Hole punchers (if needed)
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STEP 1 (Body)

Draw the bird motif on the thick white
paper, then cut it out. Put it on the 2mm
felt, draw a line around the template,
and cut that out as well.

STEP 2 (Wings)

Follow the same procedure for the two
wings on 1mm thick felt of a different
color. (You can fold once to get two wings
with one cut.)
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MAKER'S CORNER PLAYING

E

aster is a time of spring festivals and
a peak time for crafts. Celebrating it
with a lively DIY craft brings spring
sunshine to each and every corner
of your home. With this project children can
join in the fun.
Victoria Läuppi, a 6-year-old student from
Swiss School Beijing, along with her teacher
Cecile Ottiger, made an felt Easter bird.
Teacher Cecile Ottiger told beijingkids the felt
bird would certainly brighten any home this
spring. After finishing the felt bird, Victoria
named it “Lucy” and made her a home on a
tree branch. She also thought it would make
a lovely earring for her teacher!

STEP 3 (Eyes)

We stick one wobbly eye on each side
of the bird.

STEP 4

Glue the two wings evenly on each side
of the bird.

STEP 5

Use a hole puncher or scissors to make
a hole near the edge of the bird’s back.
Then, pull a colored thread through it
and make a knot. Now you can hang your
birds on a branch or from a floral wreath!
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GET OUT!

A Beijing educator offers tips to help
parents get their kids playing outside
By Andrew Killeen

B

ringing up kids can be a challenge at times, with so many
conflicting theories about every aspect of their lives: from
diet and sleep to learning and behavior management. However, there is one aspect of parenting about which we can be
absolutely certain:
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Children need to play outside.
Play is how children learn, and free play is necessary for the development of cognitive, motor, and social skills. There is also a huge and
growing body of research that shows that being in natural sunlight
and a green environment is essential, not only to physical factors such
as stronger bones and immune systems, but also to confidence, happiness and the ability to focus. Recently scientists have discovered a
link between myopia (near-sightedness) and inadequate exposure to
sunlight, and the epidemic of obesity in young people across the world
has been in part attributed to lack of outdoor exercise.
But if playing outside is so important, why do our kids spend so much
time indoors? Any parent can list the myriad of barriers: the hazards
of increasing road traffic, the fear of “stranger danger”, the disappearance of public areas and green space in our cities, and perhaps most
of all the competing demands of video games and social media. In
Beijing there are additional challenges, in the form of air pollution, and
a culture of academic competition and excessive homework.

So with spring now blooming across the city, how can parents
get their kids out into the fresh air and sunshine? We talk to educator and outdoor play expert Sabine Maiberger to get some tips.
Maiberger has been a teacher for 26 years, first in her home
country of Germany, then in Finland – both places with a strong
outdoors culture. She came to Beijing in 2011 to head the German Embassy School’s Early Childhood Center, and now runs her
own kindergarten with her husband, at a suburban location near
the Summer Palace. At WonderTree, she tells us, nature is a very
important part of the curriculum.
“Our approach is called INSPIRED, with the N standing for
both Nature and Nurture,” she told us. “We aim to create a
community of co-learners, integrating the environment, culture,
parents and educators. Our kindergarten has 1800 square meters
outdoor space, with no fake grass. There’s some rubber flooring
for safety, but otherwise it’s grass and trees and bushes, with
a sand box and water, things to climb on, and a wooden house
for roleplay. We have an outdoor classroom, so the kids can do
writing, painting, and so on in a natural environment. We even
have toilets outside so they don’t have to come inside. We play
at least two hours every day with the children.”

FEATURE PLAYING
What sort of games can children play outside?
When we think of outdoor play, we probably imagine sports, or
running and hiding games. But Maiberger encourages us to think of all
different forms of play taking place in a natural environment.
“There’s creative play, dramatic play, roleplay, such as playing
mother and father, or cooking. There’s constructive play, for example
using wooden blocks … co-operative play and imaginative play, where
children go into into stories, which is linked to social and emotional play.
And of course there’s physical play, with different activities developing
different gross motor skills.”
Where can kids play outdoors in Beijing?
In a big city with heavy traffic like Beijing, it may seem that it’s
difficult for children to play safely outside. But Maiberger swiftly dismisses such concerns.
“In Beiing there is a park every couple of kilometers,” Maiberger
says. “Many compounds have a park; there are a lot of spots you can
discover with your child. If not, you can always go out to the nearby
hills for a hike. There are lots of opportunities in this city.”
How can parents get their children playing outside?
“A nature walk is a really good start,” says Maiberger. “You can
take an empty shoebox or bag, and the kids can just collect whatever
they like to collect, or you can give them tasks. Older kids like to go
on a treasure hunt!
“This is not to mention free play. It’s important that kids can choose
where, what, and with whom they play. Of course we observe, but
we need to encourage children to take risks, to climb, and balance.
As parents you can be with them, let them know you’re there, but let
them learn confidence and competence on their own.”

How can parents encourage reluctant kids, especially older
kids and teens who just want to play video games?
“What I’ve observed,” Maiberger says, “is that very often parents
just say ‘Go outside, it’s good for you,’ but the parents stay inside.
Being outside with them makes a huge difference. Parents very often
just put the kids into an afterschool program, so actually being with the
child and going outside, playing with a ball and jumping rope, running
and laughing… that’s really important.
“If they’re older kids you can talk to them as parents, find out
where their interest is and put time into it. All children are curious
nature learners, but we kill it through the media or the education
system. However, I have hope that if we nurture it, children will get
their motivation back.”
What about when the weather is bad?
“I used to work in Finland,” Maiberger says, “where we had a saying: there is no bad weather, only bad clothes! We go outside when
it’s snowing, it’s totally important and the kids love it. I’ve observed
in China that when it’s rainy, snowy, or cold, you don’t go out. But
children need to experience all seasons, it’s crucial for their social and
emotional development. It seems funny to me to teach children about
snow when it’s not snowing, or about rain with flashcards. Our policy
is that if it’s down to minus 15 Celsius we stay in, but otherwise, wind
or rain, we go out.”
We ask Maiberger about appropriate clothing for outdoor play.
“No ballerina dresses!” she says. “If children are uncomfortable
or cannot really move, that also affects their physical and emotional
development. And not open shoes, they should wear trainers. In
winter time it’s very important that they wear a hat, and gloves with
individual fingers, not mittens. It’s good if they have another layer on
top which they can take off if they get warm, and clothes they can
get dirty in, so not white, for example. It doesn’t help if I have to say
be careful in the sand box!”
Why is it important that children interact with the natural
environment?
“People say children are the future, but they can’t be the future if
we don’t live as role models. Kids imitate what they see, and they need
to see us doing things like composting and recycling. At WonderTree
we’ve started them composting, and learning to garden. They each
have their own box to grow things.
“It’s also about mindfulness, and awareness. When we go for a
nature walk, sometimes we just stand in the sun, noticing how the
sunlight feels on our faces. This is more important nowadays than ever.
We are getting more and more disconnected from nature; in Beijing
everything is asphalt and stone. I believe that what you appreciate and
love you want to protect, and maintain. We need to immerse children
in nature, so they will appreciate and protect it. Otherwise there will
be no future. Without nature we cannot live.”
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BEIJING
IN
YOUR
EYES

Xiaoran Ying, (5), Ivy MI Kindergarten -LJ 3
This is my Peking Opera mask made of paper clay. This
is the Peking Opera figure – Dou Erdun. The color of
the mask is mainly blue.

Students from Ivy Schools
share their favorite Beijing
places and sights
By Wendy Xu
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Haoyang Qin, (6.5) Ivy Bilingual School -OG 5
The beacon tower on the Great Wall is very high. It is
very interesting. I am looking forward to playing there
with my parents one day.

BLANK CANVAS LEARNING

Zirui Chen, (6) & Zixin Liu, (6) Ivy MI Kindergarten -LJ 2
We made traditional painted Peking Opera masks. The color of each
one gives the mask a different meaning!

Zhexiang Zhang, (6) Ivy Bilingual School -OG 2
Tiananmen Square is very majestic. I see the national flag every
time I go there.

Wenle Guo, (5) Ivy MI Kindergarten -LJ 1
This is the Great Wall of Beijing. It is very big and long. In ancient
times, there were beacon towers on the Great Wall to deliver important information.

Jiashu Huang, (6) Ivy Bilingual School -OG 4
What I have drawn is the Bird’s Nest. Beijing is my home. I also like
birds, and I hope all birds have their own home.

Chenxian Shi, (6) - Ivy Bilingual School -OG 1
The beacon tower is a place of war. Here, a lot of heroes sacrifice
themselves to make peace.

Qingxue Zhao, (6) Ivy Bilingual School -OG 3
Tiananmen Square is one of the most famous places in Beijing. I
like the Monument to the People’s Heroes and the national flag.
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Get Out

Why students are tossing the textbooks,
venturing outdoors, and learning by doing
By Patrick Flanary

T
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memorization of equations. Once outdoors,
math takes on new life, whether it’s taught
in the form of managing money for a camping menu, or building a whitewater raft as a
team. The only difference? The surroundings.
More of Beijing’s international schools are
embracing and developing this method of
teaching, which exposes students of all ages
to an idea simply defined and, more often
than not, joyfully executed: learning by doing.
“Experiential learning in the outdoors
covers pretty much all aspects of the curriculum,” says Chris Cartwright, coordinator of
experiential education at Keystone Academy.
“It’s very difficult to define it. What I think
is important is that schools make their own
definition, which is linked to their core values
and educational philosophy.”
One way to define “learning by doing” boils
down to acquiring the essential life skills that
will serve students later in life, specifically right
after graduation as they embark into the unknown and away from the comforts of home.
These skills include self-awareness, engagement, resilience, and empathy. Such traits are
not innate; they emerge only through real,
rigorous experience, and they add up to an
“emotional intelligence,” as one international

teacher puts it, that helps shape students into
individuals. Throughout their time embedded
in the program, the students are expected to
evolve into leaders ready to take on the world.
Experience outside of the classroom is a
significant factor in acquiring and developing
the knowledge needed to excel at more than
academics alone. Every student at Keystone
Academy is exposed to experiential learning, and the school builds its programs on
the shared values: Bilingual immersion in
Chinese and English; building character and
community throughout their residential setting; promoting Chinese culture and identity
in a world context. Experiential learning is so
valued here, so ingrained in Keystone’s fabric,
that the school assesses the strength of every
student’s character before they are given the
go-ahead to graduate.
“It’s amazing what opportunities we can
give our students right from foundation level
through graduation for experiential learning
purposes,” says Cartwright, who arrived in
Beijing eight months ago after 30 years in
the field, most recently in Mongolia. There he
developed the Mongolia Institute of Outdoor
Learning, which helped create opportunities
for student to develop as teams and become
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here’s a defining scene from the
1989 film Dead Poets Society where
Robin Williams’ character orders his
students to rip up their textbooks.
Once they get past the initial shock they
venture outdoors, where they begin to relate
to each other, discover their true selves, and
seize the day together.
Nothing quite as radical is happening
at Beijing’s international schools. However,
there exists a similar hunger and spirit for
getting outside the classroom and embarking
on an educational component that is often
overlooked yet proving indispensable: experiential learning. This philosophy of learning
emphasizes the value of immersion outdoors
and among peers, active participation versus
passive learning, and an overall experience
that informs teamwork and individualism.
While the program is still finding its way into
the curriculums at many schools globally, the
concept of experiential learning has existed
for thousands of years.
Outdoor learning is still centered around
the traditional subjects: math, languages,
science, humanities, and so on. However
these lessons take on a more engaging role,
and demand more from students than the

SCHOOLED LEARNING
leaders ahead of their career pursuits.
Indeed, a significant component of experiential learning is outdoor education. In this
context, field trips are not for sightseeing.
Each expedition is treated as project-based,
community-service adventure bursting with
lessons seldom found in a textbook. Earlier
this school year, Keystone’s youngest students
camped along the Baihe River and at Yudu
Mountain, while some of the older ones visited Western Academy of Beijing’s Miao Liang
Environmental Education Center, in the Mi Yun
Mountains. The oldest students got to spend
six days exploring areas of Inner Mongolia and
discovering ways to improve both themselves
and the environment around them. These
trips might include hiking, skiing, canoeing,
and camping, among other new challenges.
Qualified instructors accompany the students throughout these treks, where groups
learn to cook for for themselves and to look
out for each other. If not for outdoor education, few students would ever get the chance
to rappel down a rock face, and experience the
emotions and instincts that accompany that
first step over the ledge and down the cliffside.
“We put the students on the edge of their
comfort zone,” Cartwright says. “We want
the students to experience apparent risk, but
not real danger. That way they learn greater
confidence, greater self-esteem, and greater
accomplishment.”
Over at Beijing International Bilingual
Academy (BIBA), instructors break down
the outdoor-education curriculum into a
system they call the Four Rs: Relationships,
Respect, Rigor, and Responsibility. Each “R”
corresponds to a specific grade level. For
those transitioning into high school, that first
outdoor trip away from home emphasizes
Relationships, and how to build and maintain
them; the students a year ahead learn the
importance of Respect for other cultures, and
for each other.

For the Year 8 students, the theme of Rigor
involves a trip through the Gobi Desert for
three days of hiking, planting trees to confront
erosion, and camping in tents in unknown
conditions. One night earlier this year, the
students encountered the unexpected when
a sandstorm blasted their tents. Such sudden, drastic conditions might have shaken
the students. But as a team they took cover
and remained calm, applying the values they’d
been learning, and packed it all up the next
morning and moved on together.
“The majority of people are a lot happier
when they’re experiencing new challenging
environments outdoors,” says James Kelly,
coordinator of outdoor education at BIBA.
“There’s a huge pressure on these kids to
be the best academically. But emotional and
social learning are also required to get them
into top universities. Kids need the ability to
talk to people and to look after themselves,
and to be able to communicate within a team.”
Because students are under such heat
to succeed academically, the traditional accountability of tests and textbooks often
overshadows the skills and objectives best
acquired outside. Understandably, many parents initially resisted the experiential-learning
discipline; after all, it cannot be measured by
a tangible score or metric. As many parents
have asked, what is the value of learning
without the computers, without the tests? Why
shouldn’t they just stay indoors? While there
is a lot to be said for traditional classroom
instruction, teachers say a book cannot quite
capture the value of finding one’s way independently on an overnight hike, for example.
“We are tasked with enhancing a child’s
natural curiosity and ability to learn by giving
them structured, progressive, and developmental programs throughout their school life,”
Cartwright says. “And this is something that
now seems to be more and more valued by
our Chinese parents.”
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LEARNING SCHOOLED
Many intrigued parents have come around
on outdoor education’s role within the greater
program of experiential learning. And, as
BIBA’s James Kelly notes, this encouragement
has been helped along by the school’s adoption of the world’s leading youth achievement
award, known as the Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award program. Set to launch
at BIBA next year, the 60-year-old award
recognizes community and personal development and improvement in students all over
the world, with 6,000 of them participating
in China.
Kelly studied at La Trobe, Australia’s leading
outdoor education university, in Melbourne.
He later taught for five years at the Scots
College, a Sydney-based boarding school for
boys. There, he took a group along to live
with him in Kangaroo Valley – for six months.
That long term journey taught independence,
the importance of studying local species and
biodiversity, and the strategies necessary to
save animals and plants encountered along
the way. “These moments become reference
points for life,” Kelly says. “They become experiences that people are always able to look
back on and learn from.”
Rather than take a written test to reflect
their understanding and overall impression
of an outdoor experience, the students debrief together with the teachers: What did
you learn? What have you drawn from this
experience? What are you finding out about

your own limits, and how to push past them?
Back in the West, specifically the US, most
outdoor education is limited to weekend
campouts with the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts
of America. Achievement is based on merit
badges in the areas of wilderness survival,
family life, and local citizenship among many
others. With the level of experiential education
offered at Beijing international schools like
BIBA and Keystone, students are exposed to
a more consistent education outdoors – and
within themselves.
To begin with, students learn to listen.
They learn to talk to each other, support
one another, and tackle new challenges as
a team in order to help strengthen a community together. Skills picked up and honed
from an immersive experience within a safe,
controlled environment push students to their
best selves. And, along the way, they learn
courage and tenacity, they begin to appreciate compassion and diversity. “These are the
people that the universities are interested
in,” Cartwright says, “the ones who have got
good grades and character that makes them
stand out.”
It’s no secret that college admissions offices – and, later, CEOs – receive countless
applications and resumes for a very limited
number of spots. When these students begin
their college search, they will be served by the
emotional intelligence they nurtured within
these experiential learning programs.

“Experiential learning has made me understand the importance of practical exploration
and empathy,” says Keystone Academy Grade
11 student Zongqi Yu. “I have gained firsthand
experience of local and global issues. Climate
change and cultural preservation urge me to
think about how I can solve these issues and
how I can contribute.”
The value of good grades should not be
dismissed. But many teachers agree that it is
only one element of learning, and rarely are
straight A’s considered the most important
aspect of a person’s character.
Outdoor education offers students the
chance to step outside of the classroom, and
outside of themselves. And within the broad
framework of experiential learning, those students’ minds take a much more active path.
Things begin to stick in ways that learning
by repetition or memorization can’t. Sitting
in class provides a necessary structure. But
only outside does a student gain a visceral
experience by encountering conflict, interacting appropriately with others, or executing a
challenging task by taking a risk.
It all helps define the relationships between
humanity and the environment, between experience and emotion. And it steers a young
students toward a path of growth into an
individual with a depth of character.
Or, as student Zongqi Yu puts it, “a global
citizen with wisdom and compassion.”

Keystone Academy students exploring the culture of Inner Mongolia
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PHOTOS: COURTESY OF YMCE GROUP
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any of us grew up with idyllic notions of summer camp filled with
campfires, piping hot s’mores,
innocent pranks, and hikes featuring majestic views of unspoiled mountainous
landscapes. These American summer camp
staples have become a constant source of
cultural inspiration in films and television. But
for international families, sending your child
to camp can also be an ideal way to instill a
child with a western cultural education, which
can be difficult to attain when you call China
home. But, whatever your heritage may be,
these immersive programs abroad have the
potential to be highly rewarding for a child’s
well-being and confidence, while growing
lifelong friendships, teaching important life
skills, and providing a sense of community
away from the comforts of home. To discuss
the ongoing interest in American-style summer camps and their value, we sat down with
Cole Kelly.
Cole Kelly, along with his wife Kate Kelly,
runs Camp Weequahic, a popular summer
co-ed camp in Pennsylvania. “It rhymes with
‘mosaic,’” said Kelly about the tongue twister
name, which means “head of the cove” in the
Native American Lenape language. Founded
in 1953, Camp Weequahic is a traditional
sleepaway camp that offers two three-week
sessions and a full six-week, or “Super Six,”
option each summer. Enrollment has grown
dramatically over the years, from 120 kids to
over 700 for this upcoming summer session.
Last fall, Kelly was in Beijing meeting families
to talk with prospective campers, something
that camp directors constantly do in the offseason to promote their unique experiences to
families around the world. “I visit every family
before they come to camp,” says Kelly. “I’ve
averaged about 120 homes a year.”
Increasing interest from international kids
means Weequahic must overcome the challenges of accommodating them. The majority
of Weequahic campers are from different US
states, mostly up and down the east coast,
but about ten percent or more of these campers come from countries around the world,
with many originating from China, Mexico,
Malaysia, and Russia. “We get a lot of flying
unaccompanied minors,” said Kelly. “We make
the maximum effort to make sure parents
feel comfortable, sending lots of information,
down to including a picture of the face of the
person who will pick them up at the airport.”
Campers of the same nationality are usually bunked separately, so they don’t form
cliques and become unable to relate to the
other campers. “You don’t want one bunk
to have three Chinese kids, who only speak
Mandarin to one another,” said Kelly. For Chi-

WELCOME
CAMPERS!
The American-style summer camp
experience still hasn’t lost its allure
By Kipp Whittaker

nese campers specifically, living in a native
English-speaking environment at a less academically focused pace enables them to hone
in on their personal values, actual interests,
and social skills.
Weequahic, as with most internationally
friendly summer camps, employ a Chinesespeaking liaison to avoid language and cultural
miscommunication when dealing with parents.
Also, to satisfy understandably nervous parents, letter writing is a biweekly affair. USbased kids are required to write home twice
a week, letters which are stamped and sent
via “snail mail”. The international kids also get
to write handwritten letters which are then
scanned and immediately sent to their par-
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Cole Kelly (right) and his family at Camp Weequahic
ent’s email. The immediacy of email makes the
parents feel more comfortable, since many do
not accompany their kids on the trip to camp
in Pennsylvania.
Like at most summer camps, fun and
games are abundant, but also values and
ethics are instilled by counselors to encourage a productive and positive experience.
Weequahic’s values, for example, are summed
up in three words: Gratitude, Attitude, and
Courage, or GAC. GAC values help campers
build up good character, which will help with
their outlook, reaction to stresses, social skills,
and confidence.
At home, between the academic pressure
of homework, after-school activities, and
planning for school admissions, most kids do
not have the time or even a perceived need
for ethical lessons. Camp can teach these
skills through bonding activities with peers,
cooperation, and by setting daily missions
and expectations.
For older campers, the focus can also
be on giving back and contributing to the
community. A policy of “you get rights when
you have responsibilities” means students
in grades 9-12 take Lifeguard CPR training,
gain first aid certification, and learn basic life
skills, like changing a tire. But to really make
older campers feel a part of something bigger
than themselves, they are encouraged to lead
junior kids in activities or training. “I think
that’s what they all want, to have meaning
and purpose,” says Kelly. “And when they see
their friends doing it as well they think, ‘wow,
this is really cool.’”
Another added bonus for some device-
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glued preteens is “no tech allowed” policies,
which are common in many American summer
camps, Weequahic included. Only offline MP3
players are allowed, which means campers
can socialize in real time and bond through
experiences, rather than scrolling blankly
though Instagram, Facebook, or in the case
of China, WeChat feeds.
When campers return home, not only do
they say they’ve had the best time of their
lives, but they also feel more independent,
something which is challenging to teach in a
classroom setting. “The truth about some of
our kids is that they haven’t even made their
own bed before. They haven’t made some of
their own choices. At our camp, they have
to choose their programs on a daily basis,”
says Kelly. “It takes so much courage to go

to camp, to say ‘I can do this,’ and it opens
up their world.”
Summer camp programs help build character and a sense of independence, which are
values often not tackled in school, but not all
of them are created equal in this respect. Much
like choosing a school, it is essential to make
sure it’s the right fit for your child. “Because
if it’s a right fit, it’s a total gift,” says Kelly.

If Camp Weequahic sounds like the right fit
for you then contact their China-based partners, the YMCE Group, for more info. Along
with this, YMCE offer a number of summer
camps and other adventurous learning opportunities based in China. (sasha@ymcegroup.
com, (010 6417 3809), www.ymcegroup.com)

ECHO CHAMBER PARENTING

From
Ducks to
Dinosaur
Bones
By Ember Swift

A
About the Writer

Ember Swift is a Canadian musician and writer who has been
living in Beijing since late 2008.
She has a daughter called Echo
(国如一) and a son called Topaz
or “Paz” (国世龙).

fter more than 10-years in Beijing, I’m still
discovering it. Sure, when you’re based in
the same housing compound for a decade,
it’s normal to have some commonly frequented destinations. My beaten paths: it’s called
routine. But, that’s doesn’t have to take the fun
out of this city.
Weekends with my kids (7 and 5) are a special
time. The daytimes, if not filled with play dates or
birthday parties, give us a chance to really connect
with each other. Even though there’s the weekly
domestic work around the house to take care of, I
find Saturday or Sunday afternoons always offer a
pocket of time for card games or chess (their new
addiction) or reading and/or homework review indoors. So, when the air is questionable, this tends
to be our pattern.
But, about once a month, there’s an “adventure
day.” They’re always so excited by this spontaneous
announcement (as it’s weather pending) because
we’ve all agreed that adventures have to be to
places that none of us have ever been before.
Last spring, we went on a walking adventure
around our neighborhood. We entered compounds
that weren’t ours and explored their grounds and
play areas. We took paths we had never followed,
went into stores we’d never entered, etc. In the
process, we discovered that one of the ritzy compounds next to ours raises two pet ducks. They’ve
created a small water area and a little pen. Those
ducks came right up to the fence to sniff our hands
for food. The kids were thrilled! Imagine—ducks
had been here all along and we’d had no idea!
(Since then, we’ve visited these ducks a few times.)
This past fall, one of our adventures took us to
a neighborhood north of Gulou to a vinyl record
store with sofa-filled listening rooms. (Fusheng
Changpian 福声唱片) The basement shop’s

postered walls contained the paradoxical mixture
of both vacant and fierce stares from Chinese rock
stars over the past couple of decades. Originally,
I’d come to discuss a band performance with the
owner, but the kids had never played vinyl before
and the spinning black discs held down by those
fragile needles captured their full attention.
Sometimes we explore tourist sites that we’ve
heard about but never seen before. The Minorities’ Village was one of those adventures. It was
a warm fall afternoon a couple of years ago that
we went there to finally check out those unique
thatched rooftops I’d seen a hundred times when
driving east across the northern stretch of the
fourth ring road. The kids loved bounding in and
out of the diverse houses and imagining living in
them. “Where would you sleep?” was the game
that day. (But good weather is a must since it’s
mostly outdoors.)
This past weekend, our adventure was the
Paleontology Museum across from the Beijing
Zoo. They love dinosaurs and I found it cool too,
maybe even more so because it wasn’t too large
and overwhelming like most museums. My son,
however, was disappointed.
“Mom! There’s nothing but bones!” he said,
dragging his feet. I laughed. “Did you expect a
dinosaur to come out and bite us?” His expression
proved he’d truly hoped for something so exciting!
“Adventure day” hinges on the unknown. Sometimes disappointing, sometimes fruitless—several
destinations turned out to no longer exist—other
times, it’s boring and the kids whine. But the overall
lesson is this: never stop discovering your surroundings. I want the kids to be filled with curiosity.
Thankfully, Beijing is the perfect playground for we
three urban explorers.
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Parents from different cultural backgrounds talk staycations
in Beijing and exploring the capital’s hidden treasures
By Andrew Killeen and Jolie Wu

Jana Bhonsle is a hotelier,
originally from India. She
and her husband, chef
Sandeep Bhagwat, came
to Shanghai in 2013, before moving to Beijing in
2016. Their daughter Anjalika was “made in China”,
Bhonsle tells us, having
been born in Shanghai in
2015, and now attends Ivy
Bilingual Kindergarten’s
Ocean Express campus.

Have you ever taken a staycation
in Beijing with your family? Why
did you make that decision?

Where did you stay, and what did
you do?
We stayed at The Rosewood Beijing. We
were three families with children, and it was
great. We all chose a room with Club access,
which meant a private space for meals. They
were very accommodating, especially with
the children who were between the ages of
2 to 4 years.

Did your child enjoy it? Would you
do it again?
My 3-year-old loved every bit, from the warm
welcome, the cuddly panda bear she received
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What information sources (eg
websites or apps) do you use to
help you explore Beijing?
I use Lonely Planet a lot. I also ask a lot of
questions on family, moms, and baby groups
on WeChat, which has really made my life in
Beijing. I doubt I could have done without it.

What’s the best time of year for
exploring Beijing?
Spring, for sure; after Chinese New Year,
more like mid-March to April. Also early fall,
around October, is a great time weather wise.
There is also not a lot of tourists, so it’s easy
to get around.

What’s your Beijing “hidden treasure” – a place or activity most
people don’t know about?

Bespoke Travel is a cool tour company, that
does a lot of “off the beaten track” tours that
I would recommend to all. They do tailormade tours, and now have opened group
tours which is pretty cool. For my little one,
each Saturday we go to Safari Time at the
Bookworm, which is a baby-to-toddler singing
class along with parents and caregivers, which
is also cool. For moms, the clothing auction
network is a great place to socialize.

What advice would you give to a
family considering a Beijing staycation?
I would say choose a nice hotel with a spa,
and one that’s kid-friendly. Look up Tripadvisor
for the latest reviews. Just do it! Staycations
are a great time to bond with the family and
decompress. Any excuse – birthdays, anniversaries, New Year – is a good enough reason
for a staycation.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF JANA BHONSLE, COURTESY OF JANE ZHANG

Yes! The Beijing air sometimes calls for finding
indoor sources of entertainment, hence we
have indulged in staycations from time to time.

in the room, to the swimming pool, and the
gracious service at the club... All of it.

WEST MEETS EAST PARENTING
Jane Zhang is a partner in an educational
institution, and responsible for brand promotion. She likes to make friends, enjoy good
food, travel, and write. Her husband Eric
Zhuang is a senior executive at a Fortune 500
company. After work he enjoys reading, playing computer games, and leisure travel. Their
daughter Rena Zhuang is 11, and attends a
bilingual school. Her hobbies include singing,
drawing and acting, and she excels at sports:
swimming, skiing, and running. In October
last year, she went to Japan to participate
in a Tokyo international school swimming
competition, and won two championships
and a third place.

Have you ever taken a staycation
in Beijing with your family? Why
did you make that decision?
Yes; although for most of our vacations we
plan to travel around the country or spend
time with grandparents, we sometimes stay
at home in Beijing for a staycation. For example, this Spring Festival, we had planned
to go to Japan for skiing and hot springs.
However, it didn't go as we planned, because
at the end of February, our daughter was
going to attend a very important swimming
competition with her school team, the annual
Beijing vs. Asia All Stars Swimming Meet at
the International School of Beijing (ISB). It
was during the spring festival, so in order to
prepare for the competition, we had to give
up our traveling plans, and stay in Beijing
for continuous training. This led to a local ski
vacation for our family.

improved technology, she has more sense
of accomplishment, and thinks that she has
made a great breakthrough in another sport
besides swimming.

What information sources (eg
websites or apps) do you use to
help you explore Beijing?

My daughter likes skiing very much. The snow
season in Beijing is very short, so every year
we seize the opportunity to take our child on
a skiing holiday. During the week of the Spring
Festival, when the swimming club was also
on holiday, our family went to Chongli Taiwu
town, a venue for the 2022 Winter Olympic
Games, and Nanshan ski resort.

Because I like to make friends, I have a
WeChat group for finding places and taking
children to eat, drink, and have fun. The parents in the group share information about fun
places to go with each other. For example, I
often use apps and official accounts like: 大
小爱玩(wechat ID:dxloveplay)、吃喝玩乐在
北京(wechat ID:ibeijing521)、父母邦北京
周末安排(wechat ID:bjweek). You can find
information there about vacations and play
centers in and around Beijing. In addition, I
recommend Feekr Travel as a niche public account, which has many recommended hotels
in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shanghai which are
very romantic with great facilities.

Did your child enjoy it? Would you
do it again?

What’s the best time of year for
exploring Beijing?

Where did you stay, and what did
you do?

Rena began to learn to ski four years ago
and she practices skiing every year during
the snow season. If time is limited, we go to
a ski resort near Beijing on weekends. If we
have more time, we will drive to Chongli to
ski for a few more days. On New Year's Day
this year, Rena joined a one-week ski camp
with her friends in Chongli, which greatly
improved her skiing skills and made her more
interested in skiing. In her own words, she
felt “free to fly” on the snow. In addition, with

I like the spring in Beijing the most. Everything
in Beijing recovers in the spring, and the city
seems to leap from winter depression to a
new stage full of vitality overnight. The winter
jasmine at the side of the Second and Third
Ring Roads, and the peach, pear, and apricot
flowers in Yuyuantan park are beginning to
compete for fragrance and beauty. Above
all, magnolia is the most characteristic and
beautiful. As the ancient capital of six dynasties, Beijing began to plant yulan in the Jin

and Yuan dynasties, and it was widely grown
in the Ming and Qing dynasties. In Beijing, the
most famous places to admire magnolia are
Dajue Temple on Yangtai Mountain, the Summer Palace, and Tanzhe Temple. In addition,
the magnolia appearing on the wide straight
Chang'an Street by the red wall also makes
a unique, colorful spectacle. The sculpture
park in Beijing's Shijing mountain area has
also planted more than 5,000 yulan plants
in recent years, making it the largest yulan
park in Beijing. All over the capital, these
white and scarlet magnolia flowers decorate
Beijing in early spring, bringing warmth after
the cold winter.

What’s your Beijing “hidden treasure” – a place or activity most
people don’t know about?
For children under 10 years old, I would like to
recommend a good place: Chi Mu Wu Shan (
尺木无山). It’s very suitable for families. There
is accommodation, catering, and it is also ideal
for children to play in the adventure park, or
enjoy a woodworking experience. The farm
has 20 pink pigs, and children can play a game
called “piglet race.”

What advice would you give to a
family considering a Beijing staycation?
In the past two years, many unique homestays
have opened around Beijing, many of which
are equipped with children's play programs
with their own characteristics. Here not only
can the children release their exuberant energy, but the adults can get a good rest!
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BEIJING
BUCKET
LIST
Exploring Beijing
to its fullest
By Kipp Whittaker

I

t’s easy to be content in our expat bubbles, as the
staples of western convenience become more and
more commonplace in every corner of the city. But
you need to ask yourself, what’s the point of living
in a city like Beijing and a country like China if you only
remain ankle-deep in its culture and the ocean of possible
experiences?
As it’s our job to know this city inside and out, especially
when it comes to family-friendly activities, we decided to
share some of our discoveries and experience to help you
really dive deep into all that Beijing has to offer.
This was essentially the premise for us starting our
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Beijing Bucket List column on our blog. Every month
we introduce an essential Beijing activity or location suitable to be shared with kids. We have since
amassed a lengthy collection of suggestions, along
with the contacts of the people who can make them
more accessible to expat families.
While some of these prompts might be obvious
and others might be a little strange, this list in our
opinion is an excellent starting point for attaining
a better appreciation of life in the capital, and will
hopefully help to spark a little adventure in your
weekly routine.

FEATURES

EXPERIENCING
THE WILD WALL
We know the Great Wall is on
every top-five Beijing listicle,
but at some point when living
in Beijing, you need to see the
Wild Great Wall. While these
portions don’t have the roller
coasters or Burger Kings, and
other commercial attractions,
if you go with the right hiking
group you can have a unique
experience untarnished by
what we’ll call the Disneyfication of one of the world’s greatest wonders. Hiking groups
like Beijing Hikers and China
Hikers both offer these rugged
experiences weekly, and there
are even overnight trips that
allow you to camp on the wall’s
watchtowers and keep watch
for Mongolian invaders.

TAKE A FOODIE WALK

PHOTOS: WIKIPEDIA, THEBEIJINGER, KIPP WHITTAKER, ADOBE CLOUD

All of us are aware of Beijing staples like Peking Duck, dumplings, and baozi,
but there are literally hundreds of other local dishes that aren’t on the radar for
many foreigners just beginning to navigate these delicious treats. To get a grasp
of some of these dishes we recommend checking out the food tours from UnTour.
They have both breakfast and dinner hutong outings that take guests to at least
six restaurants in a single session, and even make the experience accessible to
those with dietary restrictions. These quick stops are also supplemented with the
history of these delicacies from their friendly and helpful staff of expat foodies.
We can say from experience and years of living in this city that these tour guides
knew their stuff, and were even able to surprise us when it comes to Chinese
food with excellent dishes and restaurants we’d never heard of.

PEACH BLOSSOMS IN SPRING
If you are looking for some of the best family selfie
opportunities this season, then the peach blossom
blooms of Beijing are not to be missed. Starting in the
middle of March, peach blossom season continues
till the end of April. Immediately upon reading this,
head to one of the many parks in and outside the
city to experience the beauty of this highly significant
flower in Chinese culture. At this time of year, the
peach blossoms of Pingu Valley spread as far as the
eye can see, taking up a total 14,674 hectares. The
peach orchard is so large that 300,000 tons of 200
varieties of peaches are harvested here each year.
If you are looking for something a bit closer, then
Jingshan Park near the Forbidden City, the Summer
Palace, and the Beijing Botanical Gardens also have
plenty of peach blossoms in bloom.
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HUTONG EXPLORATION
With a history originating in the Yuan
dynasty (1206–1341), Beijing’s Hutongs
are an area that still echoes with the
capital’s history. While there are many
ways to explore these old quarters that
exist in stark contrast to the megacity
Beijing is now, we recommend taking a
tour with one of the many local historians that host walks. On these tours,
you’ll not only learn about this area’s
significance, but also hear some of the
stories that make these gray alleyways
come alive and meet the fantastic people that still call them home. Whether
it’s a murder mystery tour inspired
by Paul French’s Midnight in Peking
from the folks at Bespoke Beijing, or a
Dashilar Scavenger Hunt with Beijing
Postcards, these tours will put you right
in the middle of it all.

PEKING OPERA AT ZHANGYICI THEATER
This is a highly divisive recommendation, as many people (even locals)
tend to shudder at the thought of two hours listening to shrill falsetto
vocalists and the rapid clangs of Chinese Opera. Our suggestion therefore
is to preface the experience with a screening of Farewell My Concubine,
then go to one of the oldest theaters in the city specializing in this very
dynamic art form. The entirely acoustic performance is incredibly intimate,
almost exactly the same as it was presented in its heyday in the mid-19th
century. This combined with the costumes, makeup, and atmosphere of a
century-old theater make for an incredibly authentic Beijing experience.
Zhangyici Theater’s Mei Lanfang Series features a collection of essential performances from one of Peking Opera’s most notable performers. Ages 4+.
220 Xiheyan Dajie, Xuanwu District (8315 1649) 宣武区西河沿大街220号

GUO'AN FOOTBALL GAME
Head over to the Workers’ Stadium for the spectacle that is
a Guo’an game. As Beijing’s biggest football club, Guo’an’s
stadium is the best place to experience the massive influence
spectator sports have in modern Beijing. People are mad
about football. So mad actually, that yelling expletives at the
top of your lungs at the opposing teams has become heavily
regulated recently, which is excellent for families as these
events just became much more kid-friendly. Seasons last
from March to December, with a break in the summer heat,
so make sure to check their schedule for upcoming games.
The only official way to buy tickets for Chinese Super League
matches is to order them days in advance, from a Chineseonly website, and wait for them to be delivered to you. So
don’t be afraid to do what most people do, which is to buy
from a scalper outside the stadium. All Ages. Gongti Beilu,
Chaoyang District. (6501 6655 ext. 5033) 朝阳区工体北路
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GUYAJU CAVES
This cluster of cave dwellings north of Beijing offers an impressive testament to our Chinese predecessors’ cave-digging
abilities. With 174 caves in all, the largest are more than 20
square meters, with multiple rooms. The caves were reportedly
carved by an ethnic minority called the Xiyi during the Tang
dynasty (618-907 AD). Most of the caves are bunched together
in two rock face villages, resembling ant farms for humans.
Kids will enjoy wiggling into the smallest ones, which have just
enough room to lie down in. At the peak, there is a great view
of the lake and surrounding valley. Guyaju only takes one or
two hours to tour, so this day trip can be combined with a visit
to the nearby Longqing Gorge. RMB 40, RMB 20 (students),
free for kids under 1.2m. Daily 8am-4pm. Dongmenying Village, Zhangshanying Town, Yanqing County (6911 0333) 延
庆县张山营镇东门营村

PICNICKING ON BEIJING'S ANCIENT WATERWAYS
While we all know and love Houhai, but the eating options are a bit
uninspired. The area is rampant with overpriced tourist trap Chinese
food, fake Italian restaurants, and hookah bars. Actually, there are one
or two good time-honored restaurants in the vicinity like Kao Rou Ji, but
another option is to pack up a lunch of your own and hit the lake on
a boat. Soak and snack, or play pirates in the middle of Beijing’s most
famous imperial waterway. Another equally imperial option is to do the
same but at Zizhuyuan Park (Purple Bamboo Park) in Haidian. Enjoy some
baguettes, cheeses, and cured meats, while you cruise and eventually
dock at the Summer Palace.

PHOTOS: WIKIPEDIA, THEBEIJINGER, KIPP WHITTAKER

PANJIAYUAN FLEA MARKET
The flea market concept is trending in
the city of Beijing in a huge way, mainly
providing a venue for local makers to
sell their trendy accessories, craft soaps,
and essential oils, which is all well and
good. But what’s also up there on the
fun meter is checking out Beijing’s
original flea market at Panjiayuan to
get your hands on some pretty cool
relics from Beijing’s past. Some real,
and some not so real, you can find a lot
of cool knick-knacks to help give your
home a more lao Beijing feel, or find
the perfect gifts to bring back the fam
during your next visit. All ages. Mon-Fri
8.30am-6pm, Sat-Sun 4.30am-6pm.
West of Panjiayuan Qiao, Chaoyang
District (6775 2405) 朝阳区潘家园桥西
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Mommy and Baby Hiking
Enjoying new motherhood in the great outdoors
By Nicole Bonnah

S

ometimes it’s very easy to forget that Beijing is a city within
a valley. Surrounding this populous metropolis is a range of
historic and beautiful mountains, and during the rare occasions
when the capital’s skies turn blue and the sun is out, moms
and dads with very little ones should break out of the concrete jungle
for a baby’s hike-day out.
I’ve always loved a good hike, and knew that I wanted to brave
Beijing’s mountainous trails with my new baby as soon as I could. I
wanted to take every opportunity I could to get my newborn out and
about when the weather was clear enough to do so, and I knew that
if I could take my baby hiking, I could take him anywhere!
The prospect of taking a baby hiking might fill some parents with
dread, particularly new mothers, who are just about managing to
tackle morning routines and feel epically superhuman if they can even

get baby out for a short walk, never mind a ramble through the
mountains. What should you bring? What about feeds? Where do
I change baby’s diaper? What about nap times? Fear not, it is doable, and you can have an awesome full day out hiking with your
baby, with minimal preparation and priceless bonding moments.
Baby Lux and I teamed up with Beijing Hikers for our second
bout of hiking. The trailblazing hiking company is experimenting
with family days out: easy to medium difficulty hikes and walking
trails throughout the outskirts of the city. At 8 months old, Lux was
the youngest hiker on the first of their kids’ edition hikes, and you
would be surprised how easy it can be to bring a baby of this age
on a tour of the Great Wall, or on a walking trail through walled
villages; a little courage, spirit and sheer fearlessness will do the
trick. Firstly though, what to bring?

Baby Hiking Carrier
If you aim, like my family, to make hiking a regular
outdoor activity for the whole family to enjoy, this
will be one of the best investments you will make.
Otherwise, I’m a big fan of asking other families to
borrow items like these if possible. You can save a
little cash, and if it’s only once a while that you see
yourself going on a hike with baby, there’s no need
to shell out cash for a brand new one. Alternatively
you can try and buy one secondhand.
Go for something lightweight, with a few storage
solutions on the main body of what resembles a
backpack for babies. I borrowed a Deuter: Kid Comfort I PLUS baby carrier from a local mom. There are
good-sized pockets on the sides and an equally well
sized zipped pouch at the back. I highly recommend
this version. However, there are lots on the market,
which cater for kids of different ages and needs.
Check out Decathlon, and I would suggest waiting
for the six-month mark before going on a family hike
with your little one.

Breakfast and Milk
Don’t fret about this part. Babies need a lot less on
a day out than you might think. Pack light and give
a baby a nice warm breakfast or bottle before leaving the house. If breastfeeding, do a little planning
ahead and express a few days before hand. Freeze
or refrigerate before your outing and your milk will
be OK outdoors for up to six to eight hours. Lux is
now on formula, so I prepped boiled water the night
before and left it to cool. Just before leaving I made
three bottles of 200ml milk and packed them away.
It turned out he only needed one!
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The Hike

Diapers
Don’t bring a baby bag full of diapers, wipes,
muslins, bottles and toys! All you need is a small
packet of wet wipes for dribbles and the like. It’s
likely that you will only need to change baby once
if at all – I can feel the side eyes already! It’s
true. When using a premium diaper, such as an
active baby-dry brand that has up to 12 hours of
dryness, you won’t need to worry about bringing
along a diaper bag, as a family hike from door to
door will last no longer than six to eight hours
depending on your trail.
Bring one spare onesie in case of accidents
and spills, and a small muslin to keep to hand.
Make sure baby is dressed appropriately for the
weather. A feathered or warm snow suit during
a winter hike, with hat and gloves, and in the
summer a light cotton onesie, socks and hat to
shield her from the sun, although I recommend
purchasing a baby-carrier that comes with a sun
shield and using that no matter what the weather.
Bam! One (or two bottles) in side pockets
of the baby carrier, one diaper, small packet of
wet wipes, one light cotton onesie in case of accidents, and a small muslin will easily fit into a
zipped pouch. Pin or lace-up your baby’s pacifier
for easy access and off you goes.

Snacks
If your baby is weaning, there are a few light
snacks you can bring. I prepared a small amount
of baby porridge and reused a container that
his teething toy came in. I took along a small
bamboo spoon and on transit to our destination
fed him a little.
Pureed fruits are the best. Does your baby
have a favorite flavor? Bring a squeezy pouch
along and during breaks and the picnic stop, get
baby out of the carrier, and while he’s taking in
all the surroundings, like dried leaves, chestnuts
and blossoms, give baby a hit of Vitamin C.

Pick up was at 8.30am at the Metro
Park Lido Hotel. This was an opportunity
to mingle briefly with the other families,
buy a coffee and a sandwich, and leave
for the coach.
After roughly a two-hour journey we
arrived, at Zhuangdaokou Great Wall. This
section of the wall is part of the Huanghuacheng Great Wall, built in the late 15th
century during the Ming Dynasty. There
are plenty of natural springs, reservoirs
and rocky mountains on this site, and it’s
known for its prominent towers, which are
the only parts of the Wall left standing at
some points along its path.
It was a 30-minute hike of low to medium difficulty to the picnic stop assigned
to us by the Beijing Hikers team. You will
be walking mainly up hill with a few pit
stops along the way, where you can start to
take in some of the breathtaking scenery,
take photos and see some of the wonder in
your baby’s eyes. What can a baby possibly
get out of a hike? Everything. Giving your
baby as much opportunity to engage with
the world around them precedes strong
cognitive development. It’s not flash cards
or nursery rhymes, but your voice and the
real world. See how they look around and
point to the trees, leaves, and birds and on
this particular trail, the billy goats!
During the first part of the hike, there
was a beautiful cobbled pathway which led
to an ancient arch in the Wall. Just beyond
this point, surrounded by pebbles, stones,
and fallen autumn leaves, was our picnic
spot. The Beijing Hikers team was excellent. A printed map was provided on our
way to the Wall, and details of where we
would be stopping and what to look out
for were provided. The guides at the front,
in the middle, and at the end of our hiking
troop made sure everyone was kept safe
and attended to.
Kids were provided with healthy snacks
(and a little chocolate), and everyone
was gifted a Beijing Hikers bandana, for
keeping hair neatly tucked away or to use
over the mouth and nose during windy
moments on the hike. Guides Huijie and
Hayden kindly talked accompanying families through some of the beautiful items to
be spotted, including local famous trees,
chestnut groves, and apricot blossoms
which could be seen all over the mountainous landscape.
During picnic time, families were left
to take in the sights and rest, or explore
the surroundings and Great Wall. A guide
went with groups of parents and children
and there was always on eye on every
child. Quinoa and avocado salad down,

Great Wall explored, and plentiful of selfies
taken of baby Lux playing in the leaves,
and we were off again; this time on a more
leisurely walking trail to the walled village
of Yaoziyubao.
On the way we saw ‘Linlongshan‘, the
Dragon Mountains. Shortly after arriving
we climbed a rooftop to overlook the ancient village with its traditional upturned
“artichoke leaf” rooftops. The guides described the lives of the soldiers who once
occupied the village and who at a moments
notice could rally troops if smoke was seen
billowing from the lookout towers on the
Great Wall. The village is still occupied
today by families who have lived there
for generations, and we could see piles
of branches that are used for firewood to
warm up bathing water, the home, and
even beds.
Respite soon followed with afternoon
tea at our collection point. Families were
treated to savory and sweet snacks, green
tea, coffee, or beer. This was a welcome
addition to the end of our day when bodies
were famished and mouths dry. Parents
and kids took their time, and a few last
photos were snapped. Moms and dads
were glowing after having a wonderfully
packed day, exploring, walking, and hiking, and the kids even more so. There
were plenty of gasps at the wonders of
nature and everyone was ready for a kip
on the coach ride back, before arriving at
the planned pit stop for freshening up and
using the restroom.
Once on the coach, I changed Lux,
put him into a fresh onesie and clean bib,
before snuggling up for the ride home.
Easy-peasy, right? Beijing Hikers will take
care of the organization, all you need to
do is get up and dressed with baby in tow
and out of the house. The company has
been organizing hikes and expeditions
around Beijing and greater China since
2001. The hikes are enjoyable, friendly,
and well-organized, and they will take
you to places that for many would be too
difficult to reach by themselves.
Visit www.beijinghikers.com to see
what hikes will be coming up, and join as
a member to receive awesome discounts.
Prices start from as little as RMB 360 per
adult, RMB 150 for 4-year-olds, and RMB
180 for kids from 5 to 12. Children under
3 go free. The next time you’re thinking of
ways to enjoy alfresco days out with your
baby, have a think about joining Beijing
Hikers on one of their family edition hikes.
Leave fear at the door and enjoy your new
motherhood in the great outdoors.
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Rustic Rentals
Finding a relaxing retreat near the Great Wall
By Juliete London

Escape the Urban Jungle
There is no denying that Beijing is a full-on, noisy, crowded, roundthe-clock city.
The pace of life is frenetic, the energy is palpable, and every day
you’ll see something new – often involving something being transported
on the back of a tuk-tuk.
Living here is, however, very much an urban experience that leaves
many of us yearning for a view of something other than grey concrete.
Luckily, one of the amazing upsides of living in China’s capital is
that it’s possible in a fairly short time, traffic willing, to escape the
madness and to find peace, tranquility, and clean air, to get back in
touch with nature and to do so within, ahem, spitting distance of one
of the wonders of the world.

Just 90 minutes away from the CBD, the villages around the Great
Wall offer numerous accommodation options: from swanky resorts,
to very basic hostels.
While these appeal for an occasional stay, people look to take the
next step and rent somewhere longer-term: a place they can call their
own (second) home, where they can watch the seasons unfold, cook
on an open fire, get to know the local people, where children get a
chance to dig around in the dirt and where an otherwise apartmentconfined dog can have a proper run-around.
Given the growing numbers of people who fill the streets of the
villages outside of Beijing – some weekends they seem to be busier
than Sanlitun on a Saturday night - renting a place on the Great Wall
seems to be an increasingly popular option.

Locations
While there are countless locations north, south, east,
and west of Beijing, most people want to rent within walking
distance of the Wall, to the north of the city. Some of the
areas that are popular include the villages around Mutianyu,
Bohai, Jinshanling, Jiankou, Gubeizhen, Huanghuacheng, and
Beishichang. You can input ‘Great Wall’ (长城) on Airbnb or the
Chinese equivalent Tujia to get some ideas as to the types of
areas where other people are already renting (and sub-letting).

Approaching local people
Before you commit to an area long-term, go and hang
out in a few villages – there are a lot that have nightly accommodation and they may also have information about
places that are available for longer-term rent. Ask around
and eventually you’ll find someone who acts as the village
broker and who knows everything and everyone.
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What are you likely to get
Most houses are courtyard homes ‘siheyuan’, with windows and
doorways facing into a courtyard, for good reason – they provide some
shelter against the winds that blow in from the Gobi.
If you’re lucky, some rooms will come equipped with a ‘kang’, a
raised platform that can be heated from underneath by an external fire.
Don’t overdo the number of twigs you use, or you’ll end up spending
your night like a rotisserie chicken, in constant rotation as you try to
find a happy medium between your roasting underside and the rest
of your body.

Accommodation is likely to be very basic: you’re renting from farmers and their way of life is, by western standards, simple. The toilet is
most likely to be squat, the electrical wiring questionable, and the main
source of cooking water might come from a tap outside in the courtyard.
In sum, if you’re after a place with all mod cons, then you are likely
to be disappointed.
But take a different perspective - perhaps think of it as extremely
comfortable camping - and you should have no trouble at all adapting
to and coming to appreciate this more minimal existence.

Lock it in
Once you’ve found a place and negotiated the rent, you’re likely to be asked to pay your rent upfront for a year. Make sure you get some
kind of contract, and if possible sign up for two years or longer at a fixed price.
Rents vary from as little as RMB 7k to as much as RMB 40k per year, depending on the condition of the property, the length of your lease,
and whether you’re in an area which is already filled with weekend renters (where the price tends to be higher).

Things to be aware of

Enjoy the seasons

Expect to have surprise visits from your landlord. The western
idea that ‘now I’ve rented this property, it’s mine’ does not apply. The
upside is that you’ve got someone onsite, or close by, who will keep
an eye out should things go wrong. Make them welcome: chances are
you’re living in the place that was their home for the last 40 years.

Most expat wimps don’t venture to their village homes during
winter: not only is there the issue of the bitter cold, but also it’s
likely that you will need to switch off your water from November
through to early March and to drain all pipes in order to minimise
the chances of them bursting.
Spring, summer and autumn are fantastic seasons to make the
most of your rural idyll.
In early spring, before the foliage starts to appear, you’ll get the
full splendour of the topography.
Moving into summer, things start to green up and you can plant
your own vegetable garden. In many houses, the landlord will do it
for you, often without asking.
Summer evenings, just laze around, swat flies or wander down
to the village square to hang out with the locals.
By late summer, as the night cools, fire flies will emerge to
enchant you.
Autumn nights, wrap up and be entranced by the best form of
entertainment: an open fire.
Watch in amazement at the toils of the local farmers – or even
participate – during the harvesting season.
When winter comes around, get ready to shut up shop: put away
anything that might freeze, seal up doors and windows and say a sad
goodbye to your little piece of heaven till spring rolls back around.
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Happy Campers
Start planning your summer months with these great activities
By Wendy Xu, Kipp Whittaker
If you are trapped in Beijing this summer, don’t
fret as there are still plenty of great activities
going on for kids. Here are just a handful of
camps happening throughout these months
that are focused on pushing your child to
new heights academically, athletically, and
even creatively to prevent that undesirable
summer slide that comes with too much idle
time on smartphones, tablets, and video game
consoles.

DDC Summer Talented Youth Program,
Jun 24 – Aug 2
Ages 6-17. DDC (Diligence & Delight Learning
Center) is offering their tailored educational
summer programs dedicated to the development of highly talented students at The British
School of Beijing (BSB) Shunyi campus from
June 24 to August 2. This includes STEM,
Humanities, Arts and Drama programs to
students from Grade 1 to 11. All classes
are taught in English. 9am-4pm. The British
School of Beijing (BSB) Shunyi. (RSVP: contact@dd-learning.com

White Cloud Volleyball Camp, Aug 5-9,
Aug 12-16
Including playing for the Bayi women’s volleyball team and the Chinese national team,
Bai Yun has dedicated herself to teaching and
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coaching volleyball to children, hoping to pass
on her skills and knowledge to more young
people and inspire a passion for the game.
Volleyball players of all ages are welcome
to register to develop and fine tune their
skills, develop teamwork, and increase their
physical abilities through a safe and fun sport.
Inquire for group discounts. RMB 4,281 (includes coaching fee, lunch & jersey). 9.30am
– 4.30pm. International School of Beijing.
(RSVP: cloudflying11@sina.com)

2019 CISB Camp, Jun 24-Aug 2
Ages 6-15. The Canadian International School
of Beijing (CISB) offers English and Chinese
language summer camps here in Beijing, and
will also introduce a New One-Week Specialty
Program for students aged 10 to 15 at the
Discovery Adventures Park at Moganshan
in Zhejiang province. Under the “Summer
Enhancement program”, CISB will offer SSAT
training for middle school students and SAT
training for high school students. RMB 27,30028,300. Canadian International School of
Beijing (6465 7788; summeradmissions@
CISBeijing.com

Keystone Academy China Discovery
Program, Jul 15-Aug 2
Keystone’s Summer Archway is a language
immersion program, helping western students
master their command of Mandarin Chinese.

In three weeks, they will explore the past, the
present, and the future of this exciting and
influential city while simultaneously strengthening the communication skills of Chinese
language learners. Grades 3-11. Keystone
Academy (8049 6008 ext. 2777 or summer@
keystoneacademy.cn).

Camp Greenwoods, Jun 24 – Aug 31
Ages 7+. Camp Greenwoods is the first
ever fully American-style camp site built in
China, incorporating all the true elements of
American camping from camp fires to camp
Olympics. Children spend their one or two
week sessions in the great outdoors developing new skills and making new friends. There
are four camps to choose from across China
(Beijing, Shanghai, Qiandaohu, and Kunming).
RMB 8,800 per week. (6417 3809; WeChat:
lufang0105 ; helen@ymcegroup.com)

Atelier Creative Summer Camps,
Jun 17-Aug 30
Ages 5-18. Atelier’s creative team has concocted a series of colorful and adventurous cultural workshops. Meet artists, visit countries,
explore the oceans, become an architect, and
awaken ecological awareness. There are six
topics, such as Le Tour de France, Eco-Cities,
a Drawing & Painting Masterclass, Journey to
Traditional Culture, and Under the Sea, open
to students five and up. Visit www.atelier.
cn.com for more details and pricing.

SCHOOL

NEWS
BWYA Students’ Service to Community
Recognized by ACAMIS

Beijing World Youth Academy (BWYA) students have won
the ACAMIS (Association of China and Mongolia International
Schools) Service Learning Grant. They stood out for their leadership, innovation, and contributions to the community. DP1
students Candy and Bella have been going to a local migrant
school every Saturday, offering tuition in sciences, Chinese calligraphy, music, English, art, street dance, and film.

A Master Class from Olympic Swimmer
James Goddard at Harrow Beijing

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF BSB SANLITUN, BWYA, HARROW BEIJING, AND HOK

On March 6, Harrow Beijing Lower School students had an afternoon
with the former Olympic swimmer, James Goddard, who delivered
a swimming master class for the FOBISIA team, and then gave an
inspiring speech about his life and how he became an Olympian.

Parent Education
Workshop Held by Mr.
Farshad Danicek at HoK

Mr. Farshad Danicek, Reggio Emilia education expert and co-founder of House
of Knowledge (HoK), recently held a
parent education workshop at House of
Knowledge Xinglong campus. He transported parents into Reggio’s world with
his professional teaching experience,
humorous language, and vivid examples.

JISAC Badminton Competition
at BSB Sanlitun

On March 11, The British School of Beijing, Sanlitun
(BSB Sanlitun) students took part in the JISAC
badminton competition. Lorraine Li and Cindy
Huo won the Under 11 Girls Doubles final, while
Chitraakshi Sharma and Carol Lakra reached the
Under 9 final.
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The Circuit is a chance to check out what’s happening in the Beijing community. Want to see
your event on these pages?
House of Knowledge World Studies Exit Points
House of Knowledge (HoK) elementary students recently presented
an impressive range of “exit points” (final results) for their World
Studies projects at HoK’s Shunyi campus. The projects were, as
always, embedded with the HoK core values: Design thinking,
Communication, Inquiry, Global Mindset, and more.
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Grade 10 Plays with Earth at Beijing City International School
Recently, Grade 10 students at Beijing City International School (BCIS)
began learning the fine art of ceramics. For their first lesson, they
were given the task of starting the process of creating a pinch pot.
As its name suggests, a pinch pot is a form of pottery that is made by
pinching and turning clay.

THE CIRCUIT
Send an email with the date of your event, a brief description, and
high-resolution photos (at least 1MB each) to webeditor@beijing-kids.com by April 12

Harrow Beijing Prep Production of Beauty and the Beast
On February 27-28, Harrow Beijing students successfully staged
their annual production. Their rendition of Beauty and the Beast
captured the classic fairy story in a series of upbeat musical numbers.

Homecoming Party at No. 55 High School
In order to help students adapt to school life as soon as possible
and let new students integrate into the collective more quickly, No.
55 High School held a “Homecoming Party” in the basketball hall
on March 6, 2019. Teachers and students of all grades took an
active part in this activity.
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WAB Season 3 Sports Teams Now Ready for Action
Western Academy of Beijing (WAB) has released its Season 3
varsity and junior varsity team photos. The student athletes will
compete around the Asia-Pacific region in track and field, soccer,
badminton, and softball.

Grandmaster Zhao Xue: Simultaneous Chess Match at
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi
The British School of Beijing, Shunyi (BSB Shunyi) chess addicts had
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to pit their wits against Grandmaster
Zhao Xue. She played 21 simultaneous matches and defeated our
“last man” standing, Year 8’s Felipe, at 1 hour 20 minutes, an
impressive record since other schools normally lasted 30 minutes.
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DCB Junior School Councillors Lead Efforts to Support
Migrant School
In supporting a migrant school in Tongzhou District, Dulwich
College Beijing’s Junior School Councillors visited the children,
raised awareness of their needs, and organized several successful
donation drives, collecting over RMB 11,000 as well as a shoebox
full of presents for each migrant student.

Grade 2 Circus at International School of Beijing
Roll up, roll up! International School of Beijing (ISB) students
staged a circus show. Gym 1 was transformed into a big top for
one day only as the acrobats and clowns of grade 2 put on a
circus show on Friday, March 8. In two performances, students
and parents saw a wonder of athleticism, choreography, and color.
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The Masquerade Ball at YCIS Beijing
Yew Chung International School of Beijing (YCIS Beijing) students
hosted a great masquerade ball on February 15. The glamorous
affair was a fundraiser for Roots & Shoots, A Voice for Animals,
and Lost Puppies of Beijing. Students had a great time performing,
running raffles, and selling masks they made themselves on the
night.
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Personal Project Excellence at BWYA
On February 26, the Beijing World Youth Academy ( BWYA) secondary
school held their Grade 10 personal project exhibition. Every year, the
students produce strong results, and this year was no exception. With
displays about Chinese architecture, Korean grammar, quadcopters,
and much more, it was an abundant array of hard work and creativity.

THE CIRCUIT
Book Week at BSB Sanlitun
The British School of Beijing, Sanlitun (BSB Sanlitun) encouraged
children to get #caughtreading by taking photos of themselves
reading in exciting places. They also had a Book Fair during the
week and the parents organized a book swap. To round off the week,
Friday March 8 was Dress Up As A Book Character Day.

Success for Daystar Academy Phoenix Swimming Team
“Beijing vs. Asian All Stars 2019”, an annual swimming event
between international schools, took place from February 22-24,
and once again competition was fierce. Jennifer Zhang from the
Daystar Academy bilingual school won the gold medal for the 50
meter breaststroke in the 7-8 years old group.
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FAMILY FAVORITES
The Ordonez Family

Text by Andy Penafuerte III, photos by Uni You
Mom’s go-to comfort meal

Mom’s personal mantra:

In five words, how would you
describe WeChat?

When dad’s home, he’s usually…

T

he Ordonez family are celebrating their seventh anniversary in Beijing this year!
There’ll be a lot to celebrate for sure, but the Ordonezes like to take it easy and
enjoy the little things in their city life, like going to the mall to eat ice cream and
watch movies! The family of four also tell beijingkids that there’s something in
China that makes them stay. Dad William came here to learn about his heritage, as his
grandfather was born in Ganzhou, a city in the province of Jiangxi. For mom Ana Maria, it’s
the eclectic mix of Chinese culture, food, and Taobao shopping which excites her the most.
At 9, Zaley is proving to be a terrific artist who loves Chinese ink painting. The youngest
member of the family, 6-year-old Alexander may have been born in the US but he has
developed an insatiable appetite for dumplings!
Our shopping haven in Beijing is…

During the weekends, we…

No. 1 house rule:
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Our advice to new families in Beijing

We love Beijing because

Our family stress buster is…

Dad’s favorite Beijing discovery
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Our funniest experience in the
neighborhood is…

We know that Family Favorites is not just
your usual beijingkids column: it’s very
personal and every moment captured during our photo shoots is a treasure for the
families who grace this page! Want your
family to be featured here? Email us at
webeditor@beijing-kids.com.

